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Abstract - The JSP technique was introduced in 1975 by Michael Jackson[6], 
primarily as a structured design technique for input-process-output type of problems. 
Although this design technique was developed in the context of structured programming, 
it has still a value for contemporary software technology, such as to design structured 
methods in object-oriented class descriptions. This paper presents an explicit formalised 
description of the basic JSP design technique. In particular, the notion of sound 
correspondences between input and output structure elements is precisely defined. Next 
the paper proposes an explicit algorithm for designing JSP structures from sound 
correspondences, and discusses under what conditions the proposed algorithm is 
applicable. The final section demonstrates a fundamental result on the relation between 
the length of the procedure and the correspondences between input and output structure 
elements, which motivates why the basic JSP technique leads to optimised procedures. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper a precise formulation of the basic Jackson Structured Programming (JSP) 

design technique will be presented. This structured design technique starts from the 

identification of correspondences between input and output structure elements to build 

an optiinal structured procedure to translate the input into the output. The JSP technique 

was a major improvement over traditional structured programming techniques, which 

just handled input and output structures in a joint sequence to build a procedure. 

Although the original JSP technique focussed on me and report structures as 

input/output structures, it usage can be extended to a number of cases where structured 

procedures still need to be designed in contemporary software technology. 

Typical examples include: 
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• The structure of a procedure (method) in class descriptions for objects, combining 

the structure of the input and the output parameters in the signature of the 

procedure. ~eyer[ll] 

• The design of structured procedures in active objects (agents). ~eyer[12] 

• The structured processing of the results of queries on persistent object bases. 

• The structured production of reports (printed, WWW-enabled, ... ). 

• The structured handling of input/output elements of dialogues. Robinson and 

Berrisford[14] 

• The structured design of XML-based messages. 

• The structured navigation through subsets of object-association diagrams. Jackson 

and Twaddle [7] 

In reviewing the literature on object-oriented design techniques, it was found that 

most methods indicate the need for structured procedures and structured flow controls. 

Although the necessary elements to describe the structures (sequence, selection, 

iteration) are present in most textbooks, no design techniques are presented to actually 

build the structured procedures or flows. The emphasis is typically on finding and 

describing objects, whereas little attention is given to the structures that are needed 

inside the objects for realising object features such as procedures, functions, queries, ... 

It was found that JSP can effectively contribute to the structured design of class 

descriptions, and the various translation options of JSP structures into a pure object

oriented language will be discussed in a separate report Dedene[3,4] 

~ost papers on JSP give only a partial formalisation of the design technique. One of 

the most formal descriptions Hughes[5] of correspondences (so far) still lacks an 

algorithm to effectively build the final JSP structure. Moreover, this paper will present a 

finer analysis of correspondences, to identify sound correspondences. Indeed, examples 

exist of correspondences that may structurally seem applicable, but still are meaningless 

for the explicit building of final JSP structures. 

The first section of this paper presents the basic building blocks for structures and 
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correspondences, which are formally defmed and discussed in the second section. An 

explicit algorithm for the realisation of a JSP structure for a procedure or program is 

described in section 3. The procedures designed with JSP have a complexity O(N) where 

N is the length of the input structure. Finally, in section 4, it is demonstrated that the 

length of a procedure, designed by means of JSP, is of order N + M - C, where N and M 

are the lengths of the input and output structures respectively, and C is related to the 

number of correspondences between both structures. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURES 

To quote King and Pardoe[lO] 'the structures reflect the way in which the data are to be 

processed ( ... ). For any programming problem (not involving parallel activities) structure 

diagrams may be drawn consisting of just three basic construct types: 

• Sequence 

• Iteration (loop) 

• Selection (choice), 

In addition to those types of construct, there exists a fourth type of component, which 

is called the elementary construct (or elementary component). The iteration, selection, 

and sequence constructs are built using other constructs, they are therefore said to be 

composed and called composite components. The elementary component is not 

composed, this is why it is said to be elementary. The four constructs can be graphically 

represented as shown in the section below. Given that we will work to a certain level 

with regular expressions, we give the equivalents of these four components in terms of 

regular expressions. 

1.1 The four constructs 

Each component of a structure is graphically represented by one block. 

1.1.1 The sequence construct 
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A sequence construct is a component having two or more direct descendants, what 

means that the block representing the sequence component has two or more blocks 

directly! related to it (by means of lines) and underneath it (we say at a level below). The 

diagram above represents the sequence S2 of the three components A, B, and C. The 

blocks A, B, and C3 stand for the direct descendants of S, and S represents component A 

followed by component B followed by component C. 

In terms of regular expressions, a sequence is represented by a product. In the above 

example, we have the equality S=(A.B.C). 

1.1.2 The selection construct 

A selection construct is a component having two or more direct descendants. The 

diagram above represents the selection C between the four components D, E, F, and G. 

The blocks D, E, F, and G stand for the direct descendants of C, and selection C 

represents a choice between either component D or component E or component F or 

component G. To distinguish graphically a selection from a sequence construct, an '0' is 

written at the right top of each block representing a direct descendant of the selection. 

In terms of regular expressions, a selection is represented by a sum whose terms are 

the direct descendants of the selection. In the example above, we have the equality 

C=(D+E+P+G). 

1 There are no blocks between them. 

2 We can give names to components, these names appear in the blocks representing these components. 

3 That is to say, the blocks representing the components A, B, and C respectively. 
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Remarks: each selection component must be exhaustive, what means that it is not 

possible that something else occurs (even nothing) than what is described by the direct 

descendants of the selection construct. Moreover, each selection component must be 

exclusive, what means that the choice is deterministic: if one of the 'selection conditions' 

is satisfied, then we know which direct descendant will occur. 

1.1.3 The iteration construct 

An iteration construct is a component with one and only one direct descendant, the 

block under the iteration construct4 is called its iterated component. In an occurrence of 

an iteration construct, the iterated component can occur any number of times. The 

diagram above represents the iteration I of component H. An iteration construct is 

graphically represented by an asterisk at the right top of the block representing its 

iterated component. 

In terms of regular expressions, an iteration is represented by the power * of its 

iterated component. The graphical example above is represented by the equality I=H*. 

1.1.4 The elementary construct 

The elementary component is the more basic, 'elementary' block for the construction of 

a structure. An elementary component has no direct descendants. In terms of regular 

expressions, an elementary component is an element of the alphabet, the set of 'atomic 

actions'. The elementary component graphically represented above is represented bye in 

the regular expression of the structure that includes this elementary component. 

4 We will often use the term block for a component and vice versa, the term component for a block, 

which is an abuse oflanguage. 
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Remarks: in the graphical representations of the three composite constructs, the direct 

descendants (A, B, C for sequence S; D,E,F,G for selection C; H for iteration I) seem 

not to be composed, but each of them may be composite or elementary (either an 

iteration component, a sequence component, a selection component, or an elementary 

component). Usually, the regular expression of a structure X is written in terms of its 

elementary components, it is equal to the regular expression of the most superior level. 

To obtain this expression, we have to begin with the component of the most superior 

levd of structure X if this is composite (else the regular expression is the name of the 

most superior level): we have to write it in terms of its direct descendants using one of 

the rules described above; after that, we have to replace the name of each of these 

components in terms of their direct descendant name( s) (if there are descendant( s)) using 

the same method, and so on until the names of each element in the expression of 

structure X are names of elementary components. An example is given in the following 

section. 

1.2 Example of a structure: King's example 

A structure is built recursively using the four constructs. The following example comes 

from King[9]. The diagram below represents the structure of a me described as follows: 

the me begins with a header that can be either of the form HI or of the form H2• After the 

header, the me contains a series of transactions that can be of two types, that is to say, a 

deposit or a withdrawal. At the end of the fIle there is a trailer that is constituted of a 

succession ofZ's. 

5 We assume that there is only one superior component. 
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The elementary components of this structure are HI' H2, DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWAL, 

and Z. As written in [9], 'each of these components may well have a detailed structure of 

its own ( ... ). For example, component DEPOSIT could be composed' and, for example, 

be a sequence of ACCOUNT, CUSTOMER, CUSTOMER ADDRESS, DEPOSIT, 

AMOUNT, DATE, where CUSTOMER ADDRESS could be in its tum an iteration of 

ADDRESS LINE. An 'elementary component may be so because it truly cannot be 

usefully decomposed any further or because it is convenient, from a logistic or a design 

point of view, not to do so'. The degree of elementarity is chosen by the analyst and 

depends on the requirements of the problem. 

The regular expression of the structure in terms of elementary components (or atomic 

actions) is recursively obtained: fIrst, we write component FILE in terms of its direct 

descendants HEADER, BODY, and TRAll..ER, using one of the rules given above (a 

sequence construct is represented by a product in brackets): 

FILE = (HEADER.BODY.TRAll..ER) 

After that, we write HEADER, BODY, and TRAll..ER in terms of their direct 

descendants HI' H2, TRANSACTION, and Z, and fInally, we replace the term 

TRANSACTION in terms of its direct descendants DEPOSIT and WITHDRAWAL: 

FILE = «HI+H2).TRANSACTION*.z*) 

= «HI +Hz)·(DEPOSIT +WITHDRA W AL)* .Z*) 

Remark: when a component has more than one direct descendant (that is to say, if it is a 

sequence component or a selection component), the name of its direct descendants 

appear in brackets in the regular expression of the structure. 

ll. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS 

We will in general use the terms structure and component for what is represented 

respectively by a structure and one block in a structure. 

2.1 The descendants 

Let us denote by !D!D(X) the set of direct descendants of component X, that is, the set of 

direct descendants of X. In section 1.1 The four constructs, for sequence S, the set 

!D!D(S) of direct descendants of S is equal to {A,B,C}, for selection C, the set !D!D(C) of 
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direct descendants of C is equal to {D,E,F,G}, for iteration I, ~~(I) is equal to {H}, and 

for the elementary component e, we have ~~(e)=<jl. 

Example 2.1.1: in King's example, we have 

!D!D(Fll...E) = {HEADER,BODY,TRAILER } 

!D!D(HEADER) 

!D!D(BODY) 

={H1, H) 

= {TRANSACTION} 

!D!D(TRANSACTION) = {DEPOSIT,WITHDRA W AL} 

!D!D(TRAlLER) ={Z} 

The set of direct descendants of an elementary component being the empty set, we 

have, for example, that ~!D(DEPOSIT)=<jl. 

We denote by ~(X) the set of descendants of component X. A descendant of X is an 

element of !D(X). The set ~(X) is constructed by induction. We fIrst state the inclusion 

!D!D(X) c;;;;;!D(X), so that each direct descendant of X is a descendant of X. After that, we 

say that each direct descendant of a descendant of X is a descendant of X. 

Example 2.1.2: in King's example, we have 

!D(FILE) ={HEADER,H1 ,H2,BODY, TRANSACTION,DEPOSIT, 

WITHDRAW AL,TRAlLER,Z} 

!D(HEADER) 

!D(BODY) = {TRANSACTION,DEPOSIT ,WITHDRAWAL} 

!D(TRANSACTION) ={DEPOSIT,WITHDRA W AL} 

!D(TRAll..ER) ={Z} 

The set of descendants of an elementary component being empty, we have, for example, 

that !D(WITHDRAWAL)=<jl. 

2.2 The ancestors 

X is a direct ancestor of C if and only if C is a direct descendant of X. The set of direct 

ancestors of C is denoted by ~a(C). We then have 

XE !Da(C) <=> CE !D!D(X) 

Example 2.2.1: in King's example, we have, for example, 

!Da(DEPOSIT)={TRANSACTION}. 
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X is an ancestor of C if and only if C is a descendant of X. The set of ancestors of C 

is denoted by a(C). We then have 

XE a(C) ¢:} CE !l)(X) 

Example 2.2.2: in King's example, we have, for example, 

a(DEPOSIT)={TRANSACTION ,BODY,FILE} 

2.3 The structures and JSP-structures 

We call a top component of a structure S a component B of S having no ancestors. We 

assume that a structure has one and only one top component, that the set of descendants 

of its top component is fmite, and that each of its components is either a selection, a 

sequence, an iteration or an elementary component. 

A structure S is a JSP-structure if it satisfies two additional conditions: firstly, each 

descendant of the top component of S has one and only one direct ancestor; secondly, a 

component is represented by one and only one block (two different blocks have two 

different names). 

The algorithm described in this paper only works with JSP-structures. We notice that 

in a JSP-structure, if two different components have the same meaning, they can be 

written with the same name but different indices to distinguish them 

The top component of a JSP-structure X is the top component of structure X. 

We introduce the function TC that maps Z, (the name of) a component of a JSP

structure, to the top component of this structure. In King's example, which is an example 

of a JSP-structure, the top component is component FILE, and then TC(X) is equal to 

FILE for each component X of the structure. 

2.4 The vocabulary 

The vocabulary of a component X, denoted by ex(X), is defmed as the reunion of the 

singleton {X} and the set !l)(X) of descendants of X: ex(X)={X} U !l)(X). The vocabulary 

of a structure S, denoted by exeS), is defmed as the vocabulary of its top component. The 

components of a structure S are then the elements of the vocabulary of S. 

Example 2.4.1: in King's example, we have, for example, 

ex(FILE) = {FILE,READER,HI,H2,BODY,TRANSACTION,DEPOSIT, 

WITHDRAW AL,TRAILER,Z} 
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and 

a(BODY) ={BODY,TRANSACTION,DEPOSIT,WITHDRAWAL} 

Remark: the vocabulary of an elementary component X is the singleton {X}. 

2.5 The sets of iterations 

The set of elements of a(X)6 that are iteration components, is called the set of iterations 

of X and denoted by .'l(X). 

Example 2.5.1: in King's example, .'l(FILE)={BODY,TRAILER} and then the 

components whose set of iterations is not empty are BODY, TRAILER, and FILE: 

.'l(BODY) ={BODY} 

.'l(TRAILER) = {TRAILER} 

.'l(FILE) ={BODY,TRAILER} 

2.6 The sets of selections 

The set of elements of a(X) that are selection components, is called the set of selections 

of X and denoted by e(X). 

Example 2.6.1: in King's example, the only choice components are HEADER and 

TRANSACTION, and the reunion of the set of ancestors of HEADER and this of 

TRANSACTION is {BODY,FILE}. As a consequence, the only non empty sets of 

selections are e(HEADER), e(TRANSACTION), e(BODY), and e(FILE). 

2.7 The sets of sequences 

The set of elements of the vocabulary of X that are sequence components, is called the 

set of sequences of X and denoted by S(X). 

Example 2.7.1: in King's example, S(FILE)={FILE} and a(FILE)=cj>. Thus, the only non 

empty set of sequences of components of that structure is S(FILE). 

2.8 The sets of elementary components 

The set of elementary components in the vocabulary of X is called the set of elementary 

components of X and denoted by E(X). 

6 X can be a component or a structure. 
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Remarks: the set of elementary components of every component of a structure contams 

at least one component7• 

Example 2.8.1: in King's example, we have for example that 

[(FILE) ={H j , H2, DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWAL, Z} 

[(HEADER) ={H j , H2 } 

[(BODY) ={DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWAL}=[(TRANSACTION) 

2.9 The sub-structures 

Up to now, we have implicitly assumed to work with only one structure. In this section 

we suppose to work with two structures, to say, S and B. B is said to be a sub-structure 

of S if and only if the vocabulary of B is included in the vocabulary of S and, if for each 

component Y of structure B, the type8 of Y in structure B is the same as the type of Y in 

structure S, the set of direct descendants of Y in structure B is equal to the set of direct 

descendants of Y in structure S, and if Y is a sequence (in S and B), its direct 

descendants Xl' X2' ••• , ~ appear in the same order in structure B as in structure S. 

If B is a sub-structure of structure S the top component of sub-structure B of S is 

defmed as the top component of structure B. 

From now on we suppose to work only with JSP-structures. 

Remarks: for each component C of a JSP-structure S there is one and only one sub

structure of S with C as top component. In future, if B is a component of JSP-structure 

S, 'structure B' will mean 'the unique sub-structure of S with B as top component'. 

Example 2.9.1: the following figures represent four sub-structures of the structure of 

King's example: 

7 because the set of descendants of a structure is finite. 

S There are four types of component: the elementary component, the selection construct, the sequence 

construct, and the iteration construct. 
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But the following figure does not represent a structure because the block 

TRANSACTION is an iterated component of an invisible block. If we want to have a sub

structure, the invisible block (here, BODY) must be made visible (it must be added to the 

diagram) or the asterisk must be removed. 

The following structure, called BODY, is not a sub-structure of the structure of King's 

example, which is called Y, (although it is clearly 'equivalent' to the sub-structure with 

top component BODY of Y) notably because the vocabulary a(BODy) of the considered 

structure BODY is not included in the vocabulary a(Y) ofY: 

Remark: it is not possible to find a more elementary sub-structure that a sub-structure 

with an elementary component as top component. 
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2.10 The occurrences 

A structure is a template, this is a theoretical matter. In [6], the author writes that a 'data 

structure for a file is a general pattern defining all possible instances of that ftle'. To each 

structure we associate a set of instances (or occurrences). 

A set of scenarios is associated to each regular expression. The scenarios are written 

in terms of the 'elementary components', the 'atomic actions'. Contrarily to the regular 

expressions, we need to work with all the components of a structure to determine the 

possible occurrences of this structure. 

Example 2.10.1: in King's example, for each occurrence of the ftle structure, we have 

one occurrence of component FILE, which is a sequence of one occurrence of 

HEADER, followed by one occurrence of BODY, followed by one occurrence of 

TRAILER9, where the occurrence of HEADER is constituted either by one occurrence 

of HI or by one occurrence of HI' the occurrence of BODY is constituted by any number 

of occurrences of TRANSACTION, the occurrence of TRAILER is constituted by any 

number of occurrences of Z, and where each occurrence of TRANSACTION is 

constituted either by one occurrence of DEPOSIT or by one occurrence of 

WITHDRAWAL. This is a sort of template for all occurrences of the ftle of King's 

example. 

Example 2.10.2: we could have, in King's example, that 

• the occurrence of HEADER would be constituted by one occurrence of HI' 

• the occurrence of BODY would be constituted by a series of eight occurrences of 

TRANSACTION, 

• the occurrence of TRAILER would be constituted by a series of four occurrences 

ofZ, 

where 

• the fust, the second, the fourth, and the eighth occurrences of TRANSACTION 

would be constituted by one occurrence of DEPOSIT, 

• the third, the fIfth, the sixth, and the seventh occurrences of TRANSACTION 

would be constituted by one occurrence of WITHDRAWAL. 

9 This certainty is due to the fact that the start component FILE is a sequence. 
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Let us consider an occurrence of a certain structure S. Let X and Y be two 

components of S, and let us assume that Y is an ancestor of X. In the considered 

occurrence of S, we denote by Xi the ith occurrence of X and by X(i,yj ) the {h 

occurrence of component X in the t occurrence of sub-structure Y. We denote by 

occur(X) the number of occurrences of component X, and by occur(X,yj) the number 

of occurrences of X in the r occurrence of Y. If there is only one occurrence of Y in 

each occurrence of the whole structure, we can write Y instead of yl, and in this case, 

X(i,Y) can denote the ith occurrence of X in the occurrence of sub-structure Y, that is to 

say, in the occurrence of the whole structure: X(i,Y)=Xi. If there is only one occurrence 

of X in each occurrence of Y, X(yj) can denote the single occurrence of X in the t 
occurrence ofY. 

The defmitions of the (sets of) direct descendants, descendants, ancestors, direct 

ancestors and of the vocabulary are enlarged to the occurrences of components. For 

example, the set of direct descendants of yi, denoted by 2>2>(yJ), is defined as follows: 

!D!l)(yi)={X(i,yi);XE !D!l)(Y),iE {1,2, ... ,occur(X,yi)}} 

2.11 The output function 

We assume to work with one input structure and one output structure. A component of 

the input structure is called an input component and a component of the output 

structure is called an output component. In most papers on JSP it is assumed that a 

program consumes a single occurrence of the input structure to produce one occurrence 

of the output structure. In this paper we generalise de JSP problem statement by 

assuming that that a program can consume several occurrences of the input structure to 

produce several occurrence of the output structure (e.g. by running an algorithm many 

times consecutively). We will say that the kth occurrence of the input top component is 

associated to the kth occurrence of the output top component. Notice that we only 

consider the associations between input structure occurrences and output structure 

occurrences that result from one particular program. Indeed, the same input structure 

could be consumed by another program in order to produce another output structure, 

and the same output structure could be produced by another program starting from a 

different input structure. 

The output function is a bijection (defmed by the analyst, for example) from the set of 

all the occurrences of the components belonging to a subset of input components, to the 
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set of all the occurrences of the components belonging to a subset of output components. 

We denote by Q the output function. We impose that such a function always maps the 

occurrence of the input top component to its associated occurrence of the output top 

component (in order to simplify the algorithm defmed later in this paper): for k in 

{1,2, .. ,occur(TC(I»}, we must have 

TC(O?=Q(TC(It) 

where Te(S) denotes the top component of the structure S. 

This function must be independent of the considered occurrence of the input top 

component and its associated occurrence of the output top component: 

[::3 kE {I ,2, .. ,occur(TC(l)},::3 iE {l ,2, .. ,occur(A, TC(l)k)},::3 jE {I ,2, .. ,0ccur(B,TC( 

O?}; BU,TC(O)k)=Q(A(i,TC(I)k»] 

~ Vk'E {1,2, .. ,occur(TC(I»}: 
k' k' [iE {1,2, .. ,occur(ATC(I) ) },jE {1,2, .. ,occur(B,TC(O) } 

~ BU,TC(O{)=Q(A(i,TC(I{»] 

In addition, this function must satisfy the following property: if one occurrence of the 

input component A is mapped to one occurrence of the output component B, then each 

occurrence of component A is mapped to one occurrence of component B, and vice 

versa: 

V kE {1,2, .. ,occur(TC(I»}: 

[::3 iE {1,2, .. ,occur(A,TC(I)k)}, ::3jE {1,2, .. ,occur(B,TC(O)k};BU,TC(O)k)=Q(A(i,TC 

(l)k»] 

~ {[VnE {1,2, .. ,occur(A,TC(It)},::3mE {l,2, .. ,occur(B,TC(O)k}: 

B(m,TC(O)k)=Q(A(n,TC(I)k»] 

1\ [V qE {1,2, .. ,occur(B,TC(O)k)},::3PE {l,2, .. ,occur(A,TC(I)k}: 

B(q,TC(O)k)=Q(A(p,TC(I?m} 

There always exists such a function (for example, the function that maps each 

occurrence of the input top component to its associated occurrence of the output top 

component). 

The output function introduced in this paper is different from the output function 

defined in [5]. 

Example 2.11.1: let us assume that the input fIle is a sequence of the amount of the total 

budget (for the services) and a succession of pairs that are each a sequence of a service 
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noun and the part of the budget earmarked to this service. The output me is assumed to 

be a series of pairs that are each a sequence of the service noun and the budget of this 

service (that is to say, the part of the budget multiplied by the amount of the total 

budget) in the same order as in the input. The input and output mes are represented by: 

We define an output function so: 

INPUTk 

P AIR(i,INPUTk) 

SERVICE(P AIR(i,INPUTk» 

BUDGET _ PART (PAIR(i,INPUTk» 

~ OUTPUTk 

~ PAIR(i,OUTPUTk) 

~ SERVICE(PAIR(i,OUTPuT]) 

~ SERVICE_BUDGET(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk» 
for all k in {1,2, ... ,occur(INPUT) } 10, for all iE {1,2, ... ,occur(PAIR, SUCCESSION)}. Let 

us remark that occur(PAIR,INPUTk) is equal to occur(PAIR,OUTPUTk), and that 

SERVICE_BUDGET(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk» depends on BUDGET_AMOUNT and on 

BUDGET_ P ART(P AIR(i,INPUTk». 

10 We denote by occur(INPUT) the number of occurrences of structure INPUT that are consumed by the 

JSP program to produce each one occurrence of OUTPUT. 
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Example 2.11.2: let us suppose that you want to determine the part of time you have 

spent on each of your research subjects if you know the time you have spent on each of 

them. The structures above represent the input and output structures. 

We define an output function so: 

INPUTk 

P AIR(i,INPUTk) 

SUBJECT(PAIR(i,INPUTk)) 

TIMB(P AIR(i,INPUTk)) 

OUTPUTk 

PAIR(i,OUTPUTk) 

SUBJECT(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk)) 

PART_OF _TIME(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk)) 

for all k in {1 ,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT)}, for all iE {l ,2, ... ,0ccur(P AIR,INPUTk)}. Notice that 

occur(PAIR,INPUTk) is equal to occur(PAIR,OUTPUTk), and that for all 

iE {1,2, ... ,0ccur(PAIR,INP~)}, PART_OF _TIME(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk)) depends on 

TIME(PAIRU,INPUT~) for alljE {l,2, ... ,occur(PAIR,INPUT~}: 

PART_OF_TIMB(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk))=TIME(PAIR(i,INPUTk))/SUM 

where 

SUM = L TIMB(PAIRU,INPUTk)) 
jE( 1,2, ... ,occur(P AIR,INPUTk )} 

Example 2.11.3: let us suppose that a professor has a list of his students' notes for the 

exam and wants to have a list of these notes in decreasing order. The input and output 

structures would be respectively of the forms: 

The output function does not contain a relation between components NOTE of the input 

structure and NOTE of the output structure because such a relation will depend on the 

occurrences of the input ftle: two different occurrences of the input ftle can give two 

different bijections. But the following bijection is an output function 

LISTk ~ NEW _LISTk 

for all k in {1,2, ... ,occur(INPUT)}. 
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2.12 The set of information 

We define the set of information required for E, an occurrence of an output component, 

denoted by information (E), as the set of occurrences of elementary input components 

on which E depends directly. We say that E depends directly on Xl' X2, •• , and ~ if the 

regular expression of E can be written in terms of Xl' X2, •• , Xk , and of elements that do 

not depend on the input. 

Example 2.12.1: if we can write A = constl.g(B.C2/(B + D)).const2, where constl and 

const2 do not depend on the input (for example, if constl is 

WRITE_TITLE1&NEW_LINE and const2 is NEW_LINE&DRAW_A_LINE), where B, C, 

and D are occurrences of elementary input components, and where g is a known function 

(for example, a function that transforms a string into an integer), then we say that A 

depends directly on B, C, and D: infonnation(A)={B,C,D}. 

The set of information required for E represents the information, given in the input, 

needed to determine E. 

Example 2.12.2: in example 2.11.1, we have for k in {l ,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT)}, for i in 

{ 1,2, ... ,0ccur(P AIR,OUTPUTk) }: 

infonnation(SERVICE_BUDGET(P AIR(i,OUTPUTk))) 

= {BUDGET_AMOUNT(INPUTk),BUDGET _PART(PAIR(i,INPUTk))} 

Example 2.12.3: in example 2.11.2, we have for k in {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT)}, for i in 

{1,2, ... ,0ccur(PAIR,OUTPUTk)}: 

infonnation(PART_OF _TIME(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk))) 

={TIME(PAIR(j,INPUT~); jE {l,2, ... ,0ccur(PAIR,INPUTk)}} 

Remark: if E is an output component and if there exists a regular expression of E in 

which the only (output) components are A, B, and C, it is evident that the information 

required to determine an occurrence of E is known as soon as the information required 

to determine the occurrences of A, B, and C in this occurrence ofE is known: 

VkE {1,2, ... ,occur(INPUT)}, ViE {l,2, ... ,occur(E,OUTPUTk)}: 

infonnation(E(i,OUTPUTk) ) 

= U infonnation(A(j,E(i,OUTPUT~)) 
j= {1.2 •...• occur (A.E(i.OUfPUf k ))} 
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u U injonnation(B(n,E(i,OUTPUTk») 
ne(l,2, ... ,occur (B,E(i,OUfPUf k ))} 

u U injonnation(C(m,E(i,OUTPUTk») 
me(l,2, ... ,occur(C,E(i,OUfPUf'»} 

This is true in particular if A, B, and C are elementary, 

Example 2.12.4: in example 2,11.1, we have: 

\f kE {l ,2,. , . ,0ccur(INPUT) }, \f iE {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(P AIR, OUTPUTk) } : 

injonnation(P AIR(i,OUTPUTk» 

=injonnation(SERVICE(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk»)) 

u injonnation(SERVICE_BUDGET(PAIR(i,OUTPUTk))) 

={SERVICE(PAIR(i,INPUTk))} 

u {BUDGET_AMOUNT,BUDGET_ PART(PAIR(i,INPUTk)} 

Example 2.12.5: in example 2.11.2, we have: 

\f kE {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT) }, \f iE {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(P AIR,OUTPUT~ } : 

injonnation(P AIR(i,OUTP~) 

={ SUBJECT(P AIR(i,INPUTk))} 

u {TIME(PAIRG,INPUTk)); jE {1,2, ... ,occur(PAIR,INPUT~}} 

2.13 Precedence operator 

If X and Y denote components of the same structure, and if iE {l,2, ... ,occur(X)} and 

jE {l,2, ... ,occur(Y)}, then Xi<yj denotes the fact that (in the considered occurrence of 

the whole structure) the ith occurrence of X ends before the jib occurrence of Y begins. 

Example 2.13.1: in King's example, we have the inequality 

HEADER(FILE~ < BODY(FILEk) < TRAILER(FILEk) (1) 

for k in {l,2, ... ,occur(FILE)}. Using relation (1) and the fact that !i>(HEADER) is equal 

to {H1,H2}, we obtain relations (2) and (3); using relation (1) and the fact that !i>(BODY) 

is equal to {TRANSACTION, DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWAL}, we obtain relations (4), (5), 

and (6); and using relation (2) and the fact that !i>(BODy) is equal to {TRANSACTION, 

DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWAL}, we obtain relations (7), (8), and (9): 

HI (i,FILE~ < BODY(FILE~ < TRAILER(FILEk) (2) 

H2 (j,FILE~ < BODY(FILE~ < TRAILER(FILE~ (3) 

HEADER(FILEk) < TRANSACTION(n,FILEk) < TRAILER(FILE~ (4) 
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HEADER(FlLEk) < DEPOSIT(m,FILEk) < TRAILER(FILEk) (5) 

HEADER(FlLE~ < WITHDRAW AL(p,FlLEk) < TRAILER(FILEk) (6) 

H/ (i,FlLEk) < TRANSACTION(n,FlLE~ < TRAILER(FILEk) (7) 

H/ (i,FILEk) < DEPOSIT(m,FlLE~ < TRAILER(FILEk) (8) 

H/ (i,FlLE~ < WITHDRAW AL(p,FILEk) < TRAILER(FILEk) (9) 

for i in {1,2, ... ,occur(H1,FlLEk)}, j in {1,2, ... ,occur(H2,FILE~}, n in {1,2, ... , 

occur(TRANSACTION ,FlLE~}, m in { 1,2, ... ,0ccur(DEPOSIT ,FlLEk)}, P in (1 ,2, ... , 

occur(WITHDRAWAL(FILE~)}. Notice that we consider that {1,2, ... ,occur(X)} is the 

empty set if occur(X) is equal to O. But, for example, the relations FILEk<BODY(FlLEk) 

and BODY(FILEk) <FlLEk are incorrect for every k in {1,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT)}. 

Example 2.13.4: in the input structure of example 2.11.1, we have, for k in 

{ 1,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT) }, the precedence: 

BUDGET_AMOUNT(lNPUTk) < SUCCESSION(INPUTk) (1) 

As a consequence of (1) and the fact that !l>(SUCCESSION)={PAIR, SERVICE, 

BUDGET_PART}, we obtain, for i in {1,2, ... ,occur(PAIR,INPUTk)}, that 

BUDGET _AMOUNT(lNPUTk) < P AIR(i,INPUTk) 

BUDGET_AMOUNT(lNPUTk)< SERVICE(i,INPUTk) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Notice that occur(PAIR,INPUT~ is equal to occur(SERVICE, INPUTk) and to 

occur(BUDGET]ART, INPUTk) because SERVICE and BUDGET_PART are the direct 

descendants of the sequence PAIR. But, for example, the precedence relations 

INPUTk<BUDGET_AMOUNT(lNPUTk) and BUDGET_ AMOUNT(lNPUT~< INPUTk are 

incorrect for every k in {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(INPUT) } . 

Example 2.13.3: in the structure below, we have 

(MOVEMENT(i,PRODUCT PAIR(m,INPUTk» 

< MOVEMENT2(j, PRODUCT PAIR(m,INPUTk», PRODUCT PAIRk) 

for k in (l,2, ... ,occur(INPUT)}, min (l,2, ... ,occur(PRODUCT PAIR, INPUTk)}, i in 

{1,2, ... ,0ccur(MOVEMENT, PRODUCT PAIR(m,INPUT~)}, and in 

{ 1,2, ... ,0ccur(MOVEMENT 2' PRODUCT P AIR(m,INPUT k»}. 
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If B, C, and A are components, if A is a sequence, if B and C are descendants of A, 

and if each ancestor of B or of C that is a descendant of A, is a sequence component, 

then (B < C,A) denotes the fact that for every j in {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(A)}, we have the 

precedence B(N) < CCN). 

Example 2.13.3: in the above structure, we have 

(FIRST PRODUCT < SECOND PRODUCT, PRODUCT PAIR). 

ID. CORRESPONDENCES AND SOUND CORRESPONDENCES 

The aim of the JSP-method is to build a program structure from input and output 

structures, and from a set of ordered pairs called correspondences. This section 

discusses the notion of 'correspondence' for the basic method of JSP. 

We assume that there are only one input structure and one output structure (we 

denote them by 1 and 0 respectively), that these structures are JSP-structures, that the 

vocabularies of the input and output structures are disjoint, that for each correspondence 

(A,B) of the set of correspondences between these two structures (which is denoted by 

C(I;O)), the fIrst element A is an input component and the second, B, is an output 
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componentll , and [mally, we assume that the correspondence (TC(I),TC(O)) belongs to 

C(I;O). 

3.1 Correspondence definition 

Let A be an input component and B an output component12• We say that A (respectively 

B) is (a component) in correspondence (according to 41;0») if and only if there exists 

an output component Y (respectively, an input component X) such that (A,Y) 

(respectively (X,B)) belongs to C(I;O). In this case, we can also say that A (respectively 

B) is in correspondence with Y (respectively, with X) (according to 41;0»). 

Notations: we denote by I(C(I;O) the set of components in correspondence (according 

to C(I;O»). If A is in correspondence with B, C(A;B) denotes the set of correspondences 

(U,V) of C(I;O) such that U is an element of the vocabulary of A and V is an element of 

the vocabulary of B. C(A;B) is a subset of C(I;O). Let Z be a component, we denote by 

C(Z) the set of components in correspondence with Z (according to C(I;O)) and by 

SFDIC(Z) the set of first descendants of Z in correspondence. This last set is defined 

as follows: 

SFDIC(Z)={Y;YE ~(Z) n I(C(I;O)),a(y) n~(Z)n I(C(I;O))=<i>} 

If Z is a descendant of the top component, then there exists an ancestor of Z that is in 

correspondence (because of the assumption that (TC(I),TC(O)) belongs to C(I;O)). In 

this case, we denote by FAIC(Z) the first ancestor of Z that is in correspondence 

(according to C(I;O»), it is the unique element of the set 

{U;UE a(Z)n I(C(I;O)),[tlVE a(Z)n I(C(I;O));UE a(V)]} 

Correspondences can be defined between any two pairs of components (one of the 

input, the other of the output), but some of these correspondences will not be 'sound'. A 

correspondence between A and B is said to be sound according to 41;0) and to Q, an 

11 In other words, we assume that X belongs to 0:(1) and Y belongs to 0:(0). 

12 In this paper, we only consider correspondences between an input component and an output 

component. 
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output function, if three ordered conditions13 are met14. 

The first condition is that the components A and B are not in correspondence with 

more than one component: 

C(A)={B} A C(B)={A} 

The second condition is that if A is different from TC(I), then the following ordered 

sub-conditions must be met: 

1. FAIC(A) is in correspondence with FAIC(B): 

FAIC(B)E C(FAIC(A)) 

We denote by Z the component FAIC(A) and by T the component FAIC(B). 

2. The correspondence (Z,T) must be sound according to C(I;O). 

The third condition is that if A is TC(I), then to determine the kth occurrence of B, it 

is necessary to have read at least a part of the kth occurrence of A, for k in 

{ 1,2, ... ,0ccur(TC(I)) } : 

VkE {1,2, ... ,0ccur(TC(I))}: injormation(Bk) n a(Ak) * <I> 

If A is different from TC(I), then three ordered sub-conditions must be met: 

1. A andB must occur the same number of times in corresponding occurrences of Z 

andT: 

VkE {l,2, ... ,occur(TC(I))}. V jE {1,2, ... ,occur(Z,TC(Il)}15: 

occur(A,Z(j,TC(I)k))=occur(B,T(j,TC(O)k)) 

2. The order of appearance of corresponding occurrences is respected: 

V kE {1,2, ... ,0ccur(TC(I))}, V jE {1,2, ... ,0ccur(Z,TC(I)k)}, 

ViE {1,2, ... ,0ccur(A(Z(j,TC(I)k)))}: 

B(i,T(j,TC(O)k))=Q(A(i,Z(j,TC(I)k))) 

3. To determine an occurrence of B it is necessary to have read (at least) a part of 

the corresponding occurrence of A: 

VkE {1,2, ... ,occur(TC(I))}, V jE {1,2, ... ,occur(Z,TC(Il)}, 

ViE {l,2, ... ,0ccur(A(Z(j,TC(I)k)))}: 

injormation(B(i,T(j,TC(O)k))) n a(A(i,Z(j,TC(I)k))) * <I> 

I3 We first verify the first condition, if this is satisfied, we verify the second conditio~, and finally, if this 

is satisfied, we verify the third condition. 

14 These conditions are inspired by the ones given in Jansen[8]. 

IS We use the fact that Z and T are sound according to Q. 
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The set C(I;O) of correspondences is said to be sound according to Q if all of its 

elements are sound according to C(I;O) and to Q. It is said to be sound if there exists an 

output function according to which it is sound. 

Remark: in [8] the author informally defines the sound correspondences in the general 

case. According to Jansen the conditions that a pair (A,B) (A being from the input and B 

from the output) must satisfy to be a sound correspondence are: 

1. A and B must occur in the same order 

2. They must appear under the same condition 

3. They must occur the same number of times 

4. B is obtained from A 

We want to achieve that using the basic method of JSP two components in 

correspondence are transformed in only one component in the corresponding program 

structure. If the conditions given in the general case by Jansen are fulfilled it is not sure 

that the basic method of JSP can be used and that two components in correspondence 

can be transformed into one component in the program structure. To obtain this 

certainty, we have added the two first conditions, we have worked with the first 

ancestors in correspondence (not with the whole structures), and we have worked with 

occurrences instead of with structures16• If the set of correspondences is sound with our 

defmition, we can use the basic method of JSP. Our definition of sound correspondence 

is thus a definition for sound correspondence for the basic method of JSP. We have 

abandoned the second condition of Jansen because we think that this condition is 

satisfied as soon as his first and third conditions are satisfied for all considered 

occurrences of the input structure. 

3.2 Notation 

We assume that the set C(A;B) is ordered such that each pair in this list can be 

associated with a unique number. To graphically represent that components U and V are 

in correspondence, we write the number of the pair (U,v) in the list C(A;B) in brackets 

under the lower right corner of the blocks representing U and V in the graphical 

representations of the input and output structures. 

16 To write these conditions, we had to add some terminology and notations. 
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Example 3.2.1: in example 2.11.1, the set C(INPUT;OUTPUT) of correspondences can 

be ordered as follows: 

C(INPUT;OUTPUT)={(INPUT,OUTPUT), (PAIR_INPUT,PAIR_OUTPUT), (SERVICE

_INTPUT,SERVICE_OUTPUT), (BUDGET_PART,SERVICE_BUDGET)} 17 

what means that the fIrst element of the 'list' is the correspondence (INPUT,OUTPUT), 

the second element is (PAIR_INPUT,PAIR_OUTPUT), the third (SERVICE_INTPUT, 

SERVICE_OUTPUT), and the last (BUDGET_PART,SERVICE_BUDGET). With this 

ordered set, the graphical representations of the input and output structures with the 

notation of the correspondences are: 

Example 3.2.2: see the input and output structures given in the Appendix. 

3.3 Examples and counterexamples 

Example 3.3.1: let us consider example 2.11.3. We fIrst notice that we have to change 

the names given to components NOTE of the input and output structures (because the 

input and output vocabularies intersect). We write NOTE1 for the previous input 

component NOTE and NOTEo for the preceding output component NOTE. The structures 

become: 

17 The names of some components have been modified in order to satisfy the assumption on the 

intersection of the vocabularies of the input and output structures. 
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We can see that the correspondence between LIST and NEW_LIST is sound if there is no 

other correspondence(s) with LIST or NEW_LIST. By hypothesis the set of 

correspondences contains the correspondence between LIST and NEW_LIST. The other 

correspondences between these two structures are not sound. Indeed, a correspondence 

between NOTE! and NOTEo is not sound since the order of appearance of the 

corresponding occurrences is not respected. The correspondence between NO~ and 

NEW.-LIST is not sound because the first condition is not satisfied. And the 

correspondence between LIST and NOTEo is not sound because the first condition is not 

satisfied. 

Example 3.3.2: we suppose that from a list of numbers that are either positive or 

negative, we want to obtain a list of the positive numbers only and in the same order as 

in the input. The following trees resume the situation. 

We consider the output function defined by: 

INPuT' ~ OUTPuT' 

POSITlVE(i,INPUT~ ~ POSITIVE_NUMBER(i,OUTPUT~ 

for k in (l,2, ... ,occur(INPUT)}. for i in {1,2, ... ,occur(POSITIVE, INPuT')}. Notice that 

occur(POSITIVE, INPUT~ is equal to occur(POSITIVE_NUMBER, OUTPuT'). In this 

case, if the set of correspondences C(I;O) is {(INPUT, OUTPUT). (NUMBER, 
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POSITIVE_NUMBER)}, it is not sound since the correspondence (NUMBER, 

POSITIVE_NUMBER) is not sound (the third condition is not satisfied because the first 

sub-condition is not satisfied). Moreover, if this set of correspondences had also 

contained a correspondence between POSITIVE and POSITIVE_ NUMBER, then the first 

condition would not have been satisfied for the correspondences (NUMBER, 

POSITIVE_NUMBER) and (POSITIVE, POSITIVE_NUMBER). On the other hand, the set 

of correspondences {(INPUT, OUTPUT), (POSITIVE, POSITIVE_NUMBER)} is sound 

according to the considered output function. 

Remark: let E and F be two sets of correspondences: 

E={ (INPUT,OUTPUT),(POSITIVE,POSITIVE_NUMBER)} 

F={ (INPUT, OUTPUT) } 

These sets are sound in relation to the considered output function. If we use the basic 

method of JSP to construct the program structures from the input and output structures 

given above, and from these sets of correspondences, then the set F is not so interesting 

as the set E because, as we will see later, the program structure constructed from the 

preceding input and output structures, and from the set F, is longer than the program 

structure constructed from both structures, and from the set E. 

IV. THE METHOD WITH A WELL SPECIFIED TRIPLE 

The basic method of JSP allows building the structure of a program (without recursions 

or parallel activities) from input and output structures, and from correspondences 

between components of these structures. We use the notations and assumptions of 

section 3. We describe in this section an algorithm that constructs the program structure 

given by the basic method of JSP from a well-specified triple (I,O,CCI;O)). 

We say that the triple (I,O,CCI;O)) is well specified if the set CCI;O) of 

correspondences is sound, if the program structure is constructible (this is the case if 

certain conditions, called the construction conditions, are met), and if the information 

conditions are satisfied. 

The program structure obtained with our algorithmic method from a well-specified 

triple is unique. 
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Let us assume from now on that the set C(I;O) of correspondences is sound. We 

determine the construction conditions in section 4.1, the information conditions in 

section 4.2, and we will give the algorithm in section 4.3. 

4.1 Construction conditions 

4.1.1 Preliminary remarks 

The construction conditions are satisfied with the triple (I,O,C(I;O)) if the construction 

conditions given below are satisfied for each correspondence of C(I;O). 

To determine if the program structure is constructible, we will consider the different 

correspondences between input and output components according to the types18 of these 

components. In each case, if (at least) one of both components is elementary, there are 

no construction conditions; if none of both components involved in the correspondence 

is elementary, there will be two cases to consider: 

1. the case without correspondence(s) between the descendants 

2. the case with correspondence(s) between the descendants 

In the first case, there are no construction conditions. In the second case, the program 

structure is constructible from the triple (I,O,C(I;O)) provided some conditions are met. 

These conditions are given in the following section. 

4.1.2 The study of the different cases 

We assume from now on that there is a correspondence between components X and Y, 

where either X is the input component and Y the output component or vice versa X is 

the output component and Y the input component. We do not need to consider the case 

without correspondences between the descendants because of the preliminary remarks, 

so in this section there will always exist descendants (of X and Y) in correspondence. 

Notations: we denote from now on by Xl' X2, ••• , ~ the descendants of X and by Yl, 

Y2, ••• , YL these of Y (K and L denote the numbers of direct descendants of X and Y 

respectively). If a direct descendant D of X (respectively ofY) is in correspondence, then 

D' represents the component ofY (respectively of X) in correspondence with D. We will 

18 We remind that there are only four types of component: the elementary component, the selection 

construct, the sequence construct, and the iteration construct. 
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denote by C(X;Y) the set of ordered pairs (U,V) such that U is an element of the 

vocabulary of X, V is an element of the vocabulary of Y, and U is in correspondence 

with V. This is a generalised version of the set of correspondences: if X is the input 

structure C(X;Y) is equal to the set of correspondences C(X;y) as defined previously; if 

X is the output structure, the set C(X;y)19 is now equal to the set of pairs (U,V) such 

that (V,U) belongs to the set C(Y;X), defmed according to the previous definition. We 

introduce this defmition in order to simplify the study of the different cases: we do not 

have to distinguish between the case where X is the input component and the case where 

X is the output component. 

a) Correspondence between a sequence X and a selection Y 

For such a correspondence, there is one construction condition: each direct descendant Yi 

of selection Y must be in correspondence with one descendant of sequence X: 

b) Correspondence between a sequence X and an iteration Y 

For such a correspondence, there is also one construction condition: the iterated 

component Y 1 of Y must be in correspondence with one descendant of sequence X: 

c) Correspondence between a selection X and an iteration Y 

There is one construction condition: the iterated component Y 1 of Y must be in 

correspondence with one descendant of selection X: 

d) Correspondence between a sequence X and a sequence Y 

There are three construction conditions. The first is: if there is a correspondence between 

a descendant of the direct descendant X. of X and a descendant of the direct descendant 
1 

Y of Y, then there must be a correspondence involving X. or Y: 
J 1 J 

(3U E !l>(XJ,3V E !l>(Yj);(U, V)E C(X;Y))~ (Xi E I(C(I;O))VYj E I(C(I;O))) 

19 which was not well-defined with the previous definition 
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The second construction condition is: if C and D belong to the set SFDIC(X) of first 

descendants of X in correspondence and if (C<D,X), then it must be false that 

(D'<C',y): 

[C,DeSFDIC(X)A(C<D,X)] ~ ~(D'<C',Y) 

The third construction condition is: if E and F belong to the set SFDIC(y) of first 

descendants of Y in correspondence and if (E<F,Y), then it must be false that 

(F'<E',X): 

[E,Fe SFDIC(y)A (E<F,X)] ~ ~(F'<E',X) 

e) Correspondence between a selection X and a selection Y 

There are two construction conditions. The first condition is: at least one element of the 

vocabulary of each direct descendant (of components X and Y) must be in 

correspondence: 

'Vie {l,2, ... ,K},3Ue a(Xi);Ue I(C(I;O)) 

A 'Vje {l,2, ... ,L},3Ve a(Yj);V e I(C(I;O)) 

The second condition is: if there is a correspondence between a descendant of a direct 

descendant X. of X and a descendant of a direct descendant Y of Y, then there must be a 
1 J 

correspondence involving X or Y: 
1 J 

'Vie {1,2, ... ,K}, 'Vje {1,2, ... ,L}: 

(3Ue !z)(X;),3Ve !Z)(Yj);(U, V)e C(X;Y))~ (Xi e I(C(I;O))VYj e I(C(I;O))) 

f) Correspondence between an iteration X and an iteration Y 

The only construction condition is: XI or Y I is in correspondence: 

4.2 Information conditions 

We assume in this section that the construction conditions are satisfied. There are three 

ordered information conditions. 

The first information condition is: if the output component E is elementary and if an 

occurrence of E exists in the kth occurrence of the output structure 0, then each element 

of the set of information of this occurrence of E must be an element of the kth occurrence 

of the input structure. Fonnally: 
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'v'kE {1,2, ... ,occur(TC(O»}, 'v' iE {1,2, ... ,occur(E,TC(O)k)}: 

information(E(i, TC(oh) k a(TC(I)k) 

The second condition is that the set of infonnation required for an occurrence of an 

output component does not depend on the considered occurrences of the input and 

output structures, but on the structures themselves. Let k be an element of 

{1,2, ... ,occur(TC(O»}. If the descendant E ofTC(O) is elementary and ifi belongs to 

{1,2, ... ,occur(E,TC(O)k)}, there must exist a function defined on 

{1,2, ... ,occur(TC(O» }, denoted by information (E,i)' such that 

information(E,i)(k)=information(E(i,TC(O)k» and such that for every k' in 

{1,2, ... ,occur(TC(O»}, if i belongs to {l,2, ... , occur(E,TC(Ot)} we have the equality 

information(E(i,TC(Ot»=information(E,i)(k'). 

Notice that, by the ftrst and second conditions, we know that if a belongs to the set of 

infonnation of the occurrence ~ of an output component, then the fact that ~ occurs 

implies that a occurs whatever the considered occurrence of the output structure (and its 

associated occurrence of the input structure). As a consequence of the fIrst and second 

infonnation conditions, we will work in the third infonnation condition with any 

occurrence of the output structure and with its associated occurrence of the input 

structure. For example, we will work with N for j in {l,2, ... ,occur(A)} instead of 

AG,TC(I)k) for k in {1,2, ... ,occur(TC(I»} and for j in {1,2, ... ,occur(A,TC(l)k)}. 

The third infonnation condition is satisfied for the triple (I,O,CCI;O» if each 

correspondence (A,B) of CCI;O) veriftes the condition that the infonnation required for 

an occurrence of B must be available as soon as the corresponding occurrence of A has 

been read. To give this condition, we have two cases to consider: the case without 

correspondences between the descendants of A and B, and the case with 

correspondences between the descendants of A and B. 

4.2.1 There are no correspondences between the descendants of A and B 

The condition on the correspondence (A,B) is: for i in {1,2, ... ,0ccur(B)}, we have that if 

H is elementary and belongs to a(Bi): 

XE information(H) ~ XE a(Ai) v X < Ai 

Let us remark that X occurs as soon as H occurs because of the fIrst infonnation 

condition. 
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4.2.2 There are correspondences between the descendants 

We will give the condition for each of the different cases of correspondences between A 

and B. Because of the remark in section 1.8 and because of the third information 

condition on a correspondence (X, Y) when there are no correspondences between the 

descendants of X and Y, we see that we only have to give an information condition on 

the elementary output descendants of Y that do belong neither to the set of first 

descendants of Y in correspondence nor to the descendants of these descendants. We 

denote by EVTe20(y) the set of elementary components of the set defmed by: 

~(Y)\ U a(X) 
XeSFDIC(Y) 

and by EVTc(yj), for j in {I ,2, ... ,0ccur(Y)}, the set defmed as follows: 

EVTCCyi)={X(i,yi);XE EVTe (Y),iE {1,2, ... ,occur(X,yi)}} 

To determine if the set EVTCCyi) is necessarily empty or not, we use the construction 

conditions. 

a) Correspondence between a sequence and a selection 

If A is the sequence, then B is the selection and there are no information conditions 

because the set EVTC(B) is empty. 

If A is the selection, then B is the sequence and the set EVTC(B) is not necessarily 

empty. Let D be an element of EVTCCBi), for j in {1,2, ... ,occur(B)}. The condition to 

respect is: if D occurs, then 

DE information(D)=::}DE U a(Y)vD<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

BeforeD ={~(n,N);iE {l,2, ... ,K}, nE {1,2, ... ,occur(Ai ,Ai), ~(n,N)' <D} 

Remark: given that A is a selection, we know that there exists one and only one k in 

{1,2, ... ,K} such that occur(1\,N) is different from 0, and in this case, occur(1\,N) is 

equal to 1. As a consequence, either BeforeD is a singleton or it is empty. 

20 The letters E, D, T, and C stand for the initials of 'elementary descendants to consider'. 
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b) Correspondence between a sequence and an iteration 

If A is the sequence, then B is the iteration and there are no information conditions 

because the set EVTC(B) is empty. 

If A is the iteration, then B is the sequence and the set EVTC(B) is not necessarily 

empty. Let D be an element of EVTC(Bi), for j in {1,2, ... ,occur(B)}. The condition to 

respect is: if D occurs, then 

UEinfonnation(D)=>UE U a(Y)vU<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

BeforeD ={A1(n,N);nE {l,2, ... ,occur(A1,N)}, A1(n,N),<D} 

c) Correspondence between a selection and an iteration 

If A is the selection, then B is the iteration and there are no information conditions 

because the set EVTC(B) is empty. 

If A is the iteration, then B is the selection and the set EVTC(B) is not necessarily 

empty. Let D be an element of EVTC(Bi), for j in {1,2, ... ,occur(B)}. The condition to 

respect is: if D occurs, then 

UE infonnation(D)=> UE U a(Y)vU<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

Beforen ={A1(n,N);nE {l,2, ... ,occur(A1,N)}, A1(n,N), <D} 

d) Correspondence between two selections 

The set EVTC(B) is not necessarily empty. Let D be an element of EVTC(Bi), for j in 

{ 1,2, ... ,occur(B) }. The condition to respect is: if D occurs, then 

UE infonnation(D)=> UE U a(Y)vU<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

BeforeD ={A(n,N);iE {1,2, ... ,K}, nE {l,2, ... ,occur(A,N)}, A(n,N)' <D} 
1 1 1 

Remark: as said previously, given that A is a selection, either BeforeD is a singleton or it 

is empty. 
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e) Correspondence between two iterations 

The set EVTC(B) is not necessarily empty. Let D be an element of EVTC(Bi), for j in 

{1,2, ... ,occur(B)}. The condition to respect is: ifD occurs, then 

UEinfonnation(D):::>UE U a(Y)vU<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

BeforeD ={Aj(n,N);nE {1,2, ... ,occur(AI'N)}, Aj(n,N)' <D} 

We see that the condition on each correspondence different from the correspondence 

between two sequences can be rewritten as follows: for j in {1,2, ... ,occur(B)}, for Din 

EVTC(Bi), and ifD occurs, we must have that 

UE infonnation(D):::>UE U a(Y)vU<N 
YeBefore(D) 

where BeforeD is defined as follows: 

BeforeD ={Ai(n,N);iE {1,2, ... ,K}, nE {1,2, ... ,occur(Aj,N)}, ~(n,N)' <D} 

The condition on a correspondence between two sequences cannot be written by the 

same manner. 

f) Correspondence between two sequences 

The set EVTC(B) is not necessarily empty. Let D be an element of EVTC(Bi), for j in 

{1,2, ... ,occur(B)}. The condition to respect is: ifD occurs, then 

UE infonnation(D) 

:::>U<A (N)v U<B (Bi)' 
max(lndices_Before(O,A))+j max(lndices_Before(O,B)) 

VUE a(B (Bin 
max(lndices_Before(O,B )) 

where IndicesJlefore(D,A) and Indices_Before(D,B) are defined as follows: 

Indices_Before(D,A)={i;~(N)' <D} 

Indices_Before(D,B)={i;Bi(Bi)E I(C(I,O)), Bj(Bi)<D} 

4.3 The algorithm of the method 

We assume in this section that the triple (I,O,C(I;O)) is well specified and that all the 

assumptions are satisfied. 
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4.3.1 Complementary notations 

The top component of the program structure obtained with the basic method of JSP 

from structures X and Y and from the set C(X;y) will be denoted by p[X,y]l. In the 

literature, if X is the input component, the name of P[X,y] is usually taken equal to 

Consume X to Produce Y and abbreviated by C - X - P - Y, and if X is the output 

component, then the name ofP[X,Y] is taken equal to Consume Y to Produce X, what is 

usually abbreviated by C - Y - P - X. We introduce the notation P[X]: if X is an input 

component, P[X] is usually taken equal to Consume X and abbreviated by C - X , if X is 

an output component, P[X] is usually taken equal to Produce X and abbreviated by 

P-X. 

Let us consider a modified version of example 3.3.2. The input and output structures 

are: 

and the 'list' of correspondences qINPUT;OUTPUT) that we take is the ordered set 

{(INPUT, OUTPUT), (pOSITIVE, POSITIVE_NUMBER)}. The basic method of JSP 

gives as solution the following equivalent structures (we assume that the triple is well 

specified): 

1 This is an abuse of notation: we should actually show in the notation the fact that the corresponding 

program structure also depends on the set C(X;y) and write something like P[X,Y,C(X;Y)], but we 

prefer to use the simplified notation P[X,y]. 
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Consume INPUT 
to C-INPUT-

Produce P-OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 

(1) I (1) 

I I I I I I 

Produce Produce Produce 
P-HEADER P-BODY P-TRAILER HEADER BODY TRAILER 

I 
* * 

Consume 
C-NUMBER 

NUMBER 

I I 
I r I 

Consume U C C-POSITIVE~ v 
POSITIVE Consume to Produce P-POSITIVE_ C-NEGATIVE 

POSITIVE_ NEGATIVE NUMBER 
NUMBER 

2 (2) ( ) 

These two structures are equivalent to the structure: 

We add useful notations: PS[X] denotes the structure of X where the name 'N' of 

each component has been replaced by P[N), and PS[X;y] denotes structure PS[X] 

whose top component name P[X] has been replaced by P[X,y]. 
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4.3.2 Preliminary remarks 

If none of components X and Y is elementary and if none of their descendants is in 

correspondence, then the program component P[X,Y] will be taken equal to a 

sequence22• In this case, if X is the input component, then the corresponding program 

structure P[X,Y] is taken equal to the sequence of structure PS[X] followed by structure 

PS[y] (as represented in the fIrst diagram below, the diagram on the left), if X is the 

output component, then structure P[X,Y] is taken equal to structure PS[Y] followed by 

structure PS[X] (as represented in the second diagram below). 

Example 4.3.2.1: let us consider example 3.3.1 with as set qI;O) of correspondences 

the set {(LIST ,NEW -.LIST) }. The basic method of JSP gives as solution the following 

structure: 

IfY is elementary, the corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;y]. 

If X is elementary, the corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[Y;X]. 

Notice that if X or Y is an elementary component, the case with correspondences 

between the descendants has not to be considered. 

22 In fact in some cases there exist other solutions, but these solutions are longer than the sequence 

proposed here. 
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Example 4.3.2.2: if component Y is elementary and component X is a sequence of 

components B, C, and D, then the component at the superior level of the corresponding 

program structure is sequence P[X,y] of components P[B], P[C], and P[D]. 

D 
(1) 

4.3.3 The study of the different cases 

This algorithmic method is inspired by some properties enounced in Vekemans[17]. In 

this term paper, the author proposes an algorithm of construction written for the general 

case, but he recognises not to know if his method covers all the cases. And it does not: 

one of the problems of this algorithm is that it does not always find a program structure 

(for example when there is a correspondence between an iteration and a sequence 

without correspondences between their descendants). Moreover, this algorithm 

sometimes gives a bad program structure (and this is even worse) when the triple 

(I,O,C(I;O)) is not well specified. The conditions to meet if we want to use our method 

are stronger, but the method does not give a bad program structure if the triple is well 

specified. 

We now begin our study of the different cases of correspondences between two sub

structures X and Y of the input and output structures according to the types23 of their 

top components (that is to say, X and Y). As induction hypothesis, we assume that the 

23 There are only four types of components: the elementary component (or atomic action), the selection, 

the sequence and the iteration. 
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structures of the first descendants in correspondence (if there are descendants in 

correspondence) are known. 

Remark: we assume that the set C(X;Y) is ordered so that its fIrst element is (X,Y). 

a) Correspondence between a sequence X and a selection Y 

Example 4.3.3.1: the input and output structures are the followings: 

JLTh~IY.Jg~J1Q_~QIT~t>pg.ll(;I&J)-,;~§.J~~t)y~~IlJh~_g~t>.!<l'<ng;mt§.~~ 

As we have already seen it in the preliminary remarks, if X is the input component, then 

the corresponding program structure P[X,Y]25 is the sequence of structure PS[X] 

followed by structure PS[Y], else structure P[X,Y] is the sequence of structure PS[y] 

followed by structure PS[X]. 

In example 4.3.3.1, if sequence X is the input component then the program structure 

is: 

In the other case, the program structure is: 

24 C(X;y)={(X,y)}. 

25 which is the structure whose component at the superior level is component P[X, Y]. 
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Remark: because of the distnbutivity properties of the regular expressions (that is to 

say, (a+b).c=a.c+b.c and a.(b+c)=a.b+a.c), there exist other possible corresponding 

program structures. But as we will see later, these solutions are longer than the program 

structures proposed here. For this reason, we do not take these longer solutions into 

account. 

The program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;Y] where structures PS[y/], 

PS[Y2'], ... , and PS[YL'] have been replaced by structures P[Y/,Y,], P[Y2',Y2], ... , and 

P[YL',YL] respectively. 

Remark: given the soundness of the correspondences, we know that there is at least one 

selection component between X and Yi ', for all i in {1,2, ... ,L}, and that there are no 

iterations between X and each of these Yi ' (since if there is an iteration between X and 

Y;' for example, then Y;' can occur any number of times for each occurrence of X 

whereas Yi occurs at most once in each occurrence of Y, what is in contradiction with 

the soundness ofthe correspondence between Yi and Y;'). Then, we have: 

1. Vie {l,2, ... ,L}: e(X)na(Y;')=F<I> 

2. :I(X) n U a(Yi')=<I> 
ie(I.2."".Ll 

Notice that e(X)na(y.') is not necessary different frome(X)na(Y.') ifi=FJ·. 
1 J 

Example 4.3.3.2: if structures X and Yare: 
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and 

and if the set C(X;Y) of correspondences is {(X,Y),(E' ,E),(F' ,F),(G' ,G)}, then the 

corresponding program structure obtained with the algorithm is: 
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b) Correspondence between a sequence X and an iteration Y 

Example 4.3.3.3: the structures X and Y are the followings: 

.n. ... Th~!~.w.~J!QJ';Ql!~~p.Q.ml~.llgf~.p.~t~~Il.tb~.~~.!;~n!JJ:IDt~ 
As seen in the preliminary remarks, the corresponding program structure P[X,Yl is the 

sequence of structure PS[Xl followed by structure PS[y] if X is the input component, it 

is the sequence of structure PS[y] followed by structure PS[X] if X is the output 

component. 

In example 4.3.3.3, if sequence X is the input component then the program structure 

is: 

If X is the output structure, then the corresponding program structure is: 
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kl .... Tht;J.~.~.~t.Q.~.&£~:tlQ.@t~.lh~t.!II!<.in.£QIT!<~l'.Q.:tlQ.~JJ..<;~ 

The program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;y] where structure PS[Y1'] has been 

replaced by structure P[Y l' , Y 1]· 

Remark: given the soundness of the correspondences, we know that there is at least one 

iteration component between X and Y l' in structure X: 

.7(X)na(Y1'):;t:<l> 

Example 4.3.3.4: let us consider the following structures: 

If the set of correspondences is {(X,Y), (MEMBER,f(MEMBER))}, the program 

structure obtained with the basic method of JSP is: 

c) Correspondence between a sequence X and an elementary component Y 

Here, only the first case has to be considered: the case without correspondences between 

the descendants. We have seen in the preliminary remarks that structure P[X,Y] is 

structure PS[X;Y]. 

Example 4.3.3.5: if the sub-structures X and Y are the followings: 
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[:] 
(1) 

the corresponding program structure P[X,y] is: 

d) Co"espondence between a selection X and an iteration Y 

Example 4.3.3.6: the structures X and Y are the followings: 

The top component of the corresponding program structure is a sequence (see 4.3 

Preliminary remarks). 

In example 4.3.3.6, if selection X is the input component, then the corresponding 

program stIucture P[X,Y] is: 
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In the other case, the corresponding program structure is: 

Remark: again, there exist other possible program structures because of the 

distributivity properties of the regular expressions. We do not take these other solutions 

into account because they are longer than the solutions proposed above. 

Z) .... T.il~!~.~)f~t.c;l.~.~£~ll<lWlt~.m!.lt.m-!<.m.£QIT!<~P.Q.ll<ly.1J.<':!e 

The program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;y] where structure PS[Y1'] has been 

replaced by structure P[Y l' , Y 1]· 

Remark: given that the correspondences are sound, there is (at least) one iteration 

between X and Y 1': 

.1(X) n a(y1') 1=<1> 

Example 4.3.3.7: let us take as structures X and Y the following structures: 

If the set of correspondences is {(X,Y),(L' ,L)}, the corresponding program structure 

P[X,Y] is: 
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Remark: there is a relation between the condition under which B or D occurs in X and 

this under which L' occurs in Y. 

Co"espondence between a sequence X and a sequence Y 

Example 4.3.3.8: the structures X and Yare: 

.D. ... IJlc;:!~_~~J!QJ<Qrr~~p_Q.ng~nc;:~JLp.~tW.~tLfu~_~~~~mllmt.~ 

The structure ofP[X,y] is given in 4.3 Preliminary remarks. 

In example 4.3.3.8, if sequence X is the input component then the corresponding 

program structure P[X, Y] is: 
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If X is the output component, the corresponding program structure is: 

k} ____ TJlt;;.!:~_t;;)Q~L<;k~£~mg;lnt§._Qf)(~n9_XJhl!t_w:\<_m_£QIT\<~pgIl,.<it;JI<';~ 

Component P[X,Y] is a sequence_ 

Remarks: from now on, we will not always give a name to each component of the input 

and output structures (because this is not necessary to understand the method), what 

does not mean that two different blocks can have the same name or that the vocabularies 

of the input and output structures can intersect (because of the unnamed components). 

Example 4.3.3.9: consider the structures X and Y given below. If X is the input 

component and if the set of correspondences is {(X,Y),(C,C'),(G' ,G)}, then the 

corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is a sequence of, in order, structures PS[B], 

PS[E], PS[F] where we have replaced structure PS[C'] by structure P[C,C'], and finally, 

PS[D] where we have replaced structure PS[G'] by structure P[G' ,G]. 
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Of course, a certain order must be respected (this is a consequence of the construction 

conditions) . 

Counterexample: consider the structures X and Y below. Suppose that X is the input 

component and Y the output component, and that there are a correspondence between C 

and a descendant C' of G, and a correspondence between F and a descendant F' of D. 

In this case, the second construction condition (of a correspondence between two 

sequences) is not satisfied because (C<F',X), but (F<C',Y). Since the triple 

(X,Y,C(X;Y)) is not well specified we cannot use the algorithmic method to determine a 

good program structure from it. 

We suppose from now on, in the study of the correspondence between two 

sequences, that X is the input component and Y the output component. 

Example 4.3.3.10 (more complicated): structures X and Y are the followings: 
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and 

and the set of correspondences is {(X,Y),(C,C'),(E,E'),(G,G'),(L',L),(N',N)}. In this 

case, we can wonder where we must place the structures corresponding to structures D, 

F and M in the corresponding program structure. The answer is simple: structure P[D] 

must take place 'just after,26 structure P[C,C'] given that D is an input component ant 

that we must be sure that its corresponding program component is consumed (in the 

program) before each component (of the program structure) that corresponds to an 

output component U following C' in the output structure: C' <U implies here that 

P[D]<P[U]. A similar reasoning holds for F and for M: structure P[F] takes place 'just 

26 formally defined below 
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after' structure P[E,E'], and structure P[M] takes place 'just before,27 structure P[N,N'] 

('just before' because M is an output component, it must be produced after each 

component (of the program structure) that corresponds to an input component that 

precedes N'). The corresponding program structure P[X,Y] for the preceding input and 

output structures is the following: 

The general method 

We suppose that X=(Xl.x2 ... ~) and Y=(Y1.Y2 ... YL). To describe the general 

method that determines the corresponding program structure P[X,Y], we introduce 

terminology and notations. 

Notations: let us denote by Z(X) (k: (1,2, ... ,K}) the set of indices a such that neither 

X" nor its descendants are involved in a correspondence. We denote by T(X) 

( k: { 1,2, ... ,K} \Z(X)) the set of indices ~ such that XI} is in correspondence with one 

descendant of Y. Let U(X) (k: (1,2, ... ,K}\(Z(X)uT(X))) be the set of indices y such 

that Xy is not involved in a correspondence but (at least) one of its descendants is in 

correspondence with one of the direct descendants of Y. The set VeX) is equal to 

(l,2, ... ,K}\(Z(X)uT(X)) because of the soundness of the correspondences and the 

construction conditions. We define the sets Z(Y), T(Y), and V(Y) similarly: 

Z(Y) k: ({ 1,2, ... ,L}) denotes the set of indices a' such that neither Y", nor its 

27 formally defined below 
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descendants are involved in a correspondence; the set T(y) (!;;;; { 1,2, ... ,L} \Z(Y) denotes 

the set of indices W such that Y w is in correspondence with one descendant of X; the set 

U(Y) is the set of indices y' such that Y, is not involved in a correspondence but (at 
y 

least) one of its descendants is in correspondence with one of the direct descendants of 

X, U(Y) is equal to {1,2, ... ,L}\(Z(Y)uT(Y». 

We remind that we have supposed that X is the input component and Y the output 

component. The sets Z(X) and Z(Y) have each two subsets, to say, Z.(X) and ZiX) for 

Z(X), and Z/Y) and Zr(Y) for Z(Y)28: 

Z (X)=V;iE Z(X),PrecT(X,i) :;t:<I>} • 
Zf(X)=Z(X)\Z. (X) 

Z.(y)={k;kE Z(Y),SucT(Y,k) :;t:<I>r9 

ZrCY)=Z(Y)\Z. (Y) 

where PrecT(X,i) and SucT(y,k) are defmed as follows: 

PrecT(X,i) = D;jE T(X),j < i, {j+ l,j+2, ... ,i -I} c Z(X)} 

and 

SucT(Y,k) =D;jE T(Y),k < j, {k+l,k+2, ... ,j-l} c Z(Y)} 

Remark: the sets PrecT(X,i) and SucT(Y,k) are empty or are singletons, in the last case, 

we have decided to denote their single element by precT(X,i) and sucT(Y,k) 

respectively. When PrecT(X,i) is not empty, X T(X,") is the direct descendant of X in 
prec 1 

correspondence with one descendant of Y, that precedes the ith direct descendant of X 

(namely X) and such that there are no components with index in T(X) u U(X) between 

Xi and it. When SucT(Y,k) is not empty, Y'"CT(y,k) is the direct descendant of Y in 

correspondence with one descendant of X, that succeeds the kth direct descendant of Y 

(namely Yk) and such that there are no components with index in T(Y)uU(Y) between 

Yk and it. 

Example 4.3.3.11: if structures X and Yare: 

28 The letter 'a' of Z stands for 'attached' and the letter 'f of Z stands for 'free'. 
• f 

29 Z.(U) depends on the nature ofU: U is an input or an output component. 
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and the set C(X, Y) of correspondences is {(X, Y), (D,D'), (F,F'), (a' ,a)}, then we have 

Z(X)={ 1,2,4,6,7,9} 

T(X)={3,5} 

U(X)={8} 

Za(X)={4,6,7} 

Z!X)={ 1,2,9} 

Z(Y)={1,3,5} 

T(Y)={4} 

U(y)={2} 

Za(y)={3 } 

Z!y)={1,5} 

and precT(x,4)={3}, precT(X,6)= precT(X,7)={5}, sucT(Y,3)={4}. 

A sequence has always at least two direct descendants. Let S be a sequence and let us 

denote it by S=(S1.S2 ... SM). The descendant S1 is called the first direct descendant of S, 

SM is called the last direct descendant of S and Si is called the t" direct descendant of S 

(1 :S:i:;;;M). Suppose that C is the jth direct descendant of sequence S: C=S .. We say that 
J 

B isjust before C if B is the j -1 til direct descendant of sequence S. We say that B is 
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placedjust before C if S, the direct ancestor of C, is replaced by sequence S': 

S'=(SI·S2· .. Sj-l.B.SrSj+1···SM) 

and we say that B is placed just after C if S, the direct ancestor of C, is replaced by 

sequence S': 

S'=(Sr S2·· .SrB.Sj+l·Sj+2·· .SM) 

Remark: B can be a structure, it is not necessarily an elementary component. 

Example 4.3.3.12: if S=((a+b).(c+(d.e)).f), then Sl=(a+b), S2=(c+(d.e)), S3=f. 

If the elementary component X is placed just after Sl' we obtain structure S': 
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And if structure Y (Y =(g.h)) is placed just before S 4' in structure S' (if we denote S' by 

S'=(S/ ,S2' ,S3' ,S4')), we obtain structure S": 

The principal ideas behind this method are the followings. 

1. If i is in Z.(X), Xi must be, in the corresponding program structure, just after 

the program component corresponding to Xi." that is to say, just after P[Xi_,] if 

i-l>precT(X,i), just after P[XprecT(X,i),XprecT(x,i)'] if i-1=precT(X,i). 

2. A direct descendant Yk of Y such that k belongs to Z.(Y) must be, in the 

corresponding program structure, just before the program component 

corresponding to Yk+" that is to say, just before P[Yk+,J ifk+1 <sucT(Y,k), just 

before pry SUCT(y,k/'Y SUCT(y,k)J if k+ 1= sucT(Y,k). 

We also define SucU(y,k) and sucU(Y,k): 

SucU(Y,k) = (j;jE U(Y),j > k, {k+1,k+2, ... ,j-1} c Z(Y)} 

and sucU(Y,k) is the unique element of SucU(Y,k) when this is not empty (if SucU(Y,k) 

is not empty, it is necessarily a singleton). We introduce two sets: intl(X) and ind(Y). We 

assign indeX) to {1,2, ... ,K} and ind(Y) to {l,2, ... ,L}. 

The general method is in two parts. The fIrst part is an iteration of steps that stops 

when the set indeX) or the set ind(Y) is empty. 

The fIrst step of the fIrst part is executed as follows. We consider the direct 

descendants of X and Y with indices min(ind(X)) and min(ind(Y)) respectively (that is to 
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say, Xl and Y I ), and apply the function described below with the triple 

(min(ind(X)),min(ind(Y)),1). When this is done, the fIrst direct descendant of component 

P[X,Y] is known and we remove from the sets indeX) and ind(Y) respectively the indices 

of the direct descendants of X and Y that have been used to produce the fIrst direct 

descendant of component P[X,Y] 30. 

Example 4.3.3.13: in example 4.3.3.10, at the end of the fIrst step of the fIrst part, we 

must remove the element 1 from the set ind(X)={l,2, ... ,7} (ind(X) is then equal to 

{2,3, ... ,7}) and we do not touch the set ind(y)={ 1,2, ... ,5}. 

At the second step of the fIrst part, we consider the direct descendants of X and Y 

with indices min(ind(X)) and min(ind(Y)) respectively, we apply the function described 

below (min(ind(X)),min(ind(Y)),2) (we obtain so the second direct descendant of 

P[X,Y]) and remove from the sets indeX) and ind(Y) the indices of the direct 

descendants of X and Y that have been used to produce the second direct descendant of 

component P[X,Y]. 

Example 4.3.3.14: in example 4.3.3.10, at the second step, we consider the direct 

descendants X2 and Y l' At the end of the second step of the fIrst part, we must remove 

the element 1 from the set ind(Y)={ 1,2, ... ,5} (ind(Y) is then equal to {2,3,4,5}) and we 

do not touch the set indeX) (ind(X) is the set {2,3, ... ,7}). 

At the kth step of the fIrst part, we consider the direct descendants of X and Y with 

indices min(ind(X)) and min(ind(Y)) respectively, we apply the function described below 

(min(ind(X)),min(ind(Y)),k) (we obtain so the kth direct descendant of P[X,Y]) and 

remove from the sets indeX) and ind(Y) the indices of the direct descendants of X and Y 

that have been used to produce this kth direct descendant ofP[X,Y]. 

And so on until (at least) one of the sets indeX) and ind(Y) is empty. When it is so, 

the fIrst part is fmished and the second part can begin. Let us assume that we already 

know the m fIrst direct descendants ofP[X,Y] and their structure (what means that there 

were m steps in the fIrst part). For the second part, we have to consider three cases. 

1. If ind(Y) is empty and indeX) is not, the second part consists to attach the direct 

descendants of X with indices in indeX) to the structure obtain until now: the 

structure of the m+ 1 th direct descendant of P[X, Y] is the program structure 

30 and its structure 
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corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant of X with index min(ind(X», 

in other words, structure PS[Xmin(ind(X)) is the structure of the m+lth direct 

descendant ofP[X,Y], the structure of the m+2th direct descendant ofP[X,Y] is the 

program structure corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant of X with 

index min(ind(X»+ I, ... , the structure of the last direct descendant of P[X,Y] is the 

program structure corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant of X with 

index max(ind(X». 

2. If ind(X) is empty and ind(Y) is not, then the second part consists to attach the 

direct descendants of Y with indices in ind(Y) to the structure obtain until now: the 

structure of the m+lth direct descendant of P[X,Y] is the program structure 

corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant ofY with index min(ind(Y», 

in other words, the structure PS[Ymin(ind(Y) is the structure of the m+lth direct 

descendant ofP[X,Y], the structure of the m+2th direct descendant ofP[X,Y] is the 

program structure corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant of Y with 

index min(ind(Y»+l, ... , the structure of the last direct descendant of P[X,Y] is the 

program structure corresponding to the structure of the direct descendant of Y with 

index max(ind(Y». 

3. If ind(X) and ind(Y) are empty, the second part consists in doing nothing. 

We now describe the function used in the first part to determine a direct descendant 

of P[X,Y]. The function receives a triple (i,n,k) where i belongs to {1,2, ... ,K}, n 

benongs to the set {1,2, ... ,L}, and k is an integer. The element i represents the index of a 

direct descendant of X, n an index of a direct descendant of Y, and k the number of the 

step where the function is called with this triple. We can see that when the function is 

called in the first part with the triple (i,n,k), the structures of the descendants Xl' 

X2, ••• ,X;.1 of X and these of the descendants Y!,Y2, ••• , Yn.! of Y have been used to 

determine the structures ofthe k-l first direct descendants of P[X,Y]. This function will 

determine the structure of the kth direct descendant of P[X,Y] according to the sets to 

which the indices i and n belong. We will consider eight cases. 

1. If i belongs to ZlX), then the structure of the kth direct descendant of P[X, Y] is 

PS[X;] (this is the result of the function). 
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2. If i belongs to T(X) and n belongs to ZiY), then we must have that i belongs to 

corr(Y,sucU(Y,n)), where corr(Y,j) denotes the set of indices i such that Xi is in 

correspondence with one descendant of Y. In this case, the structure of the kth 
J 

direct descendant ofP[X,Y] is PS[Yn] (this is the result of the function). 

3. If i belongs to U(X) and n to Z (Y), the determination of the kth direct descendant of • 
P[X,Y] is not so evident. In this case, we must have that sucT(Y,n) belongs to 

corr(X,i)31, where corr(X,i) denotes the set of indices j such that Y is in 
J 

correspondence with one descendant of Xi; j belongs to T(Y). For all j in corr(X,i), 

we defme the set PrecZ(Y.): 
J 

PrecZ(Yj ) ={k;k E {1,2, ... ,j-l}nZ. (Y),sucT(Y,k) = {j}} 

This is a subset of Z.cY) whose elements are indices of the direct descendants of Y 

that precede Y, and that are separated from Y (when they are) only by direct 
. J J 

descendants of Y with index in Z.(Y); this is then the set of indices of the direct 

descendants ofY that must be placed just before P[Y',Y] in the program structure. 
J J 

To obtain the result of the function we begin with structure PS[XJ We replace in 

this structure, for each j in corr(X,i), structure PS[Y'] by structure P[Y' ,Y]. After 
J . J J 

that, for each j in corr(X,i) and one by one, we replace the direct ancestor of 

P[Yj ' ,Yj ], that is denoted by (V1,V2".V Mj) where V mj is P[Yj ' ,Yj ], by 

(V 1.v2 ••• V m;-l'P[Y rnin(PrecZ(Yj)~,P[Yrrin(PrecZ(Yjl)i-l]" .P[Y rmx(I'recZ(Yj)~,P[Y/ ,Y)-V m;+l'" V Mj) 

The structure so obtained is the structure of the kth direct descendant of P[X, Y] (this 

is the result of the function). 

Example 4.3.3.15: if structures X and Yare: 

31 It is evident that each direct descendant Y. of Y in correspondence with one descendant of X. has an 
J 1 

index j superior or equal to I because they have not been considered in a preceding step. 
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and the set of correspondences is {(X,Y), (G',G), (J',J)}, then we have, Z(X)={2}, 

T(X)=cp, U(X)={ I}, Z.(X)=q" Zf(X)={2}, Z(Y)={ 1,2,4,5,7}, T(Y)={3,6}, U(Y)=cp, 

Z.(y)={1,2,4,5}, ZlX)={7}, corr(X,I)={3,6} and then we have PrecZ(Y,3)={1,2} 

(sucT(Y,I)={3 }=sucT(Y,2», and PrecZ(Y,6)={4,5} (sucT(Y,4)={ 6}=sucT(Y,5)). 

The program structure obtained with the triple is: 
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Remark: the case iE U(X), nE U(Y) is impossible given the assumptions on the function 

that we use and the fact that the order would not be respected. 

4. If i belongs to U(X) and n to T(Y), n must belong to corr(X,i). We apply the same 

function as in the point 3, the single difference lies in the fact that PrecZ(Yn) must be 

empty. (Let us notice that n must be equal to the minimum of the set corr(X,i).) 

5. If i belongs to T(X) and n to Za(Y)' (Xj'YSUCT(y,D)) must belong to C(X;Y). In this 

case, the structure of the kth direct descendant of PX,Y] is PS[Y ] (this is the result 
n 

of the function). 

6. If i belongs to T(X) and n to U(Y), then we must have that i belongs to corr(Y,n), (i 

is in fact the minimum of corr(Y,n)). For all j in corr(Y,n), we define the set 

sucZ(Xj): 

sucZ(X j ) = {k;kE {j+ 1, ... ,K} nZa (X),precT(X,k) = {j}} 

This is a subset of Za(X) whose elements are indices of the direct descendants of X 

that succeed X, and that are separated from X (when they are) only by direct 
J J 

descendants of X with index in Za(X); this is then the set of indices of the direct 

descendants of Y that must be placed just after P[X,X'] in the program structure. 
J J 

To obtain the result of the function we begin with structure PS[YJ We replace in 

this structure, for each j in corr(Y,n), structure PS[X'] by structure P[X,X']. After 
J J J 

that, for each j in corr(Y,n) and one by one, we replace the structure of the direct 

ancestor ofP[Xj,X/], that is denoted by (V1.V2 ... VM) where V mj is P[Xj'X/], by 

(Vj'V2··· V II1j.l,P[Xj,X/],P[Xmin(sucZ(Xj))],P[XmiD(SUcZ(Xj))+I]·· ,P[Xmax(SUCZ(Xj))]'V II1j+l"'V M) 
The structure so obtained is the structure of the kth direct descendant of P[X,Y] (this 

is the result of the function). 

7. If i belongs to T(X) and n to T(Y), then we must have that (Xi'Yn) belongs to 

C(X;y). And in this case, the structure of the kth direct descendant of P[X,Y] is 

structure P[Xj,Yn] (this is the result of the function). 

8. If i belongs to Z (X), we must have that C(X T(X,.lcT(y). We then have that the 
a prec lY 

structure of the k direct descendant of P[X,Y] is PS[Xj] (this is the result of the 

function). 
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Remark: the other cases are not possible. 

a) Correspondence between a selection X and a selection Y 

Example 4.3.3.16: the input and output structures are the followings: 

.D ____ :.:nl~J:~_w.~_nQ_£Qrr~~P9!lci~J.l.!;~$..-~t»::~~Il-fu~-Q~~.!;~ng.!!D1.!i 

The corresponding program structure P[X,y] is the sequence of the input sub-structure 

followed by the output sub-structure (X followed by Y or Y followed by X). 

In example 4.3.3.16, if selection X is the input component then the corresponding 

program structure P[X, y] is: 

In the other case, that is to say, if X is the output component, the program structure 

is: 
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The corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is a selection. We will determine its direct 

descendants. We use the notations introduced in the preceding sections. The index of a 

direct descendant of X is either in T(X) or in U(X), and the index of a direct descendant 

of Y is either in T(Y) or in U(Y). The sets T(X) and T(Y) have each two subsets, T 1(X) 

and T2(X) for T(X), T1(y) and TiY) for T(Y): 

Tj(X)={iE T(X); C(X)~T(Y)} 

T2(X)=T(X)\Tj(X) 

Tj(Y)={jE T(Y); C(Yj)~T(X)} 

T2(y)=T(Y)\Tj(Y) 

The structures of the direct descendants Xi of X, for iE T j (X), correspond in P[X, Y] 

to the program structures P[Xi,Xi']. The condition under which P[Xi,X/1 appears in 

P[X, Y] is the same as this under which Xi appears in X. Given that 

C(X.)=Tj(y) (or that U. C(YJ)=Tj(X)), it is useless to consider the 
1 JET,(Y) 

program structures corresponding to the direct descendants Yj of Y, for jE Tj(Y). They 

are considered as soon as the program structures corresponding to the direct descendants 

Xi of X, for iE T j (X), have been considered. 

Let i belong to U(X) and j belong to U(Y). The structure of the direct descendant Xi 

of X correspond in P[X,Y] to the program structure PS[Xi] where we have replaced 

structure PS[Yn'], for each n in corr(X,i), by structure P[Yn' 'Yo]. We denote by 

CPSU(X.) 32 the structure obtained in this way. The structure of the direct descendant Y 
1 J 

of Y correspond in P[X,Y] to the program structure PS[Y] where we have replaced 
J 

structure PS[Xm'], for each m in corr(Y,j), by structure P[Xm,Xm']. We denote by 

CPSU(Y.) the structure obtained in this way. The condition under which P[Y ',Y ], n in Jon 

corr(X,i), appears in the program structure CPSU(X) is the same as this under which Yn' 

appears in Xi" The condition under which P[Xm,Xm'], m in corr(Y,j), appears in the 

32 The letters CPS are the initials of the words 'corresponding', 'program', and 'structure', and U 

denotes the fact that CPSU is defined for components with index in U=U(X) U U(Y). 
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program structure CPSU(Y) is the same as this under which X ' appears in Y. And the 
J m J 

condition under which the program structure CPSU(X) (respectively CPSU(Yj )) appears 

in P[X,y] is the same as this under which X. appears in X (respectively, Y appears in Y). 
1 J 

The program structure P[X,y] is a selection whose direct descendants are the 

elements of the reunion of {P[Xi,Xi'];ieT\(X)}, {CPSU(X);ieU(X)}, and 

{CPSU(Y);je U(Y)}. The conditions under which these direct descendants appear in 
J 

P[X, Y] are given above. 

Example 4.3.3.17: if structures X and Yare: 

and the set of correspondences is {(X,y), (F' ,F), (G' ,G), (H' ,R), (D,D'), (B,E')}, the 

corresponding program structure P[X, Y] is: 
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Remark: let i belong to VeX) and suppose that the direct descendant Y of Y is in 
J 

correspondence with the descendant Y.' of x.. Then, given the soundness of the 
J 1 

correspondences, there must be no iterations between X. and Y'. And vice versa, if 
1 J 

jE VeY) and the direct descendant Xi of X is in correspondence with the descendant X/ 

of Y, then there must be no iterations between Y and x": 
J J 1 

1. \f iE VeX): .1(X) n U a(y/)=~ 
jECOIT(X.i) 

2. \f jE V(Y): .1(Yj ) n U a(Xi')=~ 
iEC01T(Y,j) 

f) Correspondence between an iteration X and an iteration Y 

Example 4.3.3.18: the input and output structures are the followings: 

The corresponding program structure is the sequence of the input sub-structure followed 

by the output sub-structure (X followed by Y or Y followed by X). 
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In example 4.3.3.18, if iteration X is the input component then the corresponding 

program structure P[X,Y] is: 

If Y is the input component, then the corresponding program structure is: 

~J ____ TJ1~I~_~~~t-,i~_~£~IJ};tilllt~_.ttwJ_w.l<_m_£Qrr!<~p_9..Q4~Q<;;!e 

If Yl is in correspondence, the corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is then equal to 

structure PS[X;y] where structure PS[Yl'] has been replaced by structure P[Yl',Yl]. 

The condition under which this structure appears in P[X,Y] is the same as this under 

which Yl' appears in X. If Xl is in correspondence, the program structure P[X,Y] is 

equal to structure PS[Y;X] where structure PS[Xl'] has been replaced by structure 

P[Xl,Xl']. The condition under which this structure appears in P[X,Y] is the same as this 

under which Xl' appears in Y. 

Example 4.3.3.19: if structures X and Yare: 
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and the set of correspondences is {(X,Y),(Y t ' ,Yt )}, then the program structure is: 

Correspondence between a selection X and an elementary component Y 

Here, only the first case has to be considered: the case without correspondences between 

the descendants. Structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;Y]. 

Example 4.3.3.20: if the input and output sub-structures are: 

D 
(1) 

the corresponding program structure P[X,Y] is: 
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Correspondence between an iteration X and an elementary component Y 

In this case, the program structure P[X,Y] is structure PS[X;Y]. 

Example 4.3.3.21: if the input and output sub-structures are: 

D 
(1) 

the corresponding program structure is: 

Correspondence between an elementary component X and an elementary component 

Y 

In this case, the program structure P[X, Y] is the elementary component with name 

P[X,y], it is the same as structures PS[Y;X] and PS[X;Y]: 

Example 4.3.3.22: if the input and output structures are: 

D D 
(1) (1) 

the corresponding program structure is: 
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B 
(1) 

4.3.4 The algorithm of the JSP-method 

We have assumed that the triple (1,O,CC1;O)) is well specified and that all the 

assumptions are satisfied. The program structure P[1,O] obtained with the basic method 

of JSP from this triple can be determined by the following algorithm. 

Let CC represent the set of input components in correspondence already considered. 

When we begin CC is empty. We will iterate the following action until the set CC is 

equal to the set I(C(1;O))na(1). 

The action consists in three sub-actions: 

1. the determination of the set CTC: 

CTC={Z;ZE [I(CCI;O))na(I)]\CC, fl)(Z)n I(CC1;O))c CC} 

CTC represents the set of input components in correspondence to consider in the 

current action 

2. the determination of the program structure P[Z,Z'] corresponding to the input 

component Z, for all Z in CTC using the results of the preceding sections 

3. the determination of the new set CC: CC is equal to the reunion of the preceding 

set CC and the set CTC. 

CC:=CCuCTC 

The algorithm is ended when the iteration of this action is ended. At that moment the 

program structure P[I,O] is determined. 

A complete example is given in the Appendix. 

v. THE LENGTH OF A STRUCTURE 

In Poels[13], the length of a regular expression is defmed using ten elementary 

transformations. These transformations are defined in theorem 4-12 of that thesis: 

Let A be the universe of event types. For the set of regular expressions R*(A), the set 
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T. ={ti}, ie {O,l, ••• ,9}, where tj(e)=e' is defined as: 

to(e)=e.x=e' 

tj(e)=x.e=e' 

tle)=e+x=e' 

t3(e)=x+e=e' 

tie)=(e)*=e' 

tie)=Ve' .x)=e' 

tie)=tix.e')=e' 

t,(e)=t,(e'+x) =e' 

ts (e)=ts(x+e')=e' 

t,(e)=t,«e')*)=e' 

for e,e'e R*(A), xe Au{l}, 

(add right sequence event type) 

(add left sequence event type) 

(add right selection event type) 

(add left selection event type) 

(add iteration) 

(delete right sequence event type) 

(delete left sequence event type) 

(delete right selection event type) 

(delete left selection event type) 

(delete iteration) 

is a constructively complete and inverse constructively complete set of elementary 

transfonnations on R*(A). 

This theorem is preceded by the following remark: 

It must be noted that the elementary transformations may be applied on a regular 

expression or any part of a regular expression that is itself a regular expression. 

In [13], Poels also writes: 'Starting from the empty event type symbolised by '1', 

every regular expression ee R*(A) can be constructed using a finite sequence of 

elementary transformations t., with i e {O, 1, 2, 3, 4}'33. The distance between two 
1 

regular expressions is the number of elementary transformations in 'the shortest 

sequences of elementary transformations' 'needed to take one regular expression to the 

other,34. And then is defined the length of a regular expression e: this is the distance 

between the expressions 1 and e. 

Example 5.1: if the set of atomic actions is {b,c,d,e} and if we consider that every 

regular expression ee R*(A) can be constructed using a [mite sequence of elementary 

33 I think that at least one of the other transformations (ti ; i=5, ... ,9) must be used if we start from the 

element 1 because if the element 1 does not appear in a regular expression e, then it must be deleted 

in order to obtain this regular expression e starting from 1. 

34 if a certain constant c is « chosen to be one ». 
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transformations t i , with i E {O, 1, 2, ... ,9}, then the length of 1 +b is 1 because 1 +b is 

different from 1 (and the length is then superior to 0) and because 1 +b is obtained 

applying the transformation t2 at 1, the length of b is 2 because b is different from 1 (and 

then the length is superior of 0), if we apply one of the ten transformations to 1, we do 

not obtain b (then the length must be superior to 1), and then it is equal to 2 because if 

we first apply t2 and then t7 to 1, we can obtain b. It is easy to see that the lengths of 

l+b+c, b+c, b.(c+d)+e, b.(c+d)+l, and b*.(c+1).(d+b+1) are respectively 2,3,5,3, and 

6. 

We transform this definition of the length of a regular expression by allowing that the 

element from which we start is not necessary I but some element of Au { 1 }. It is then 

easy to see that the length, obtained in this way, of a regular expression e that is written 

in terms of elementary components is equal to the number of operator occurrences in the 

regular expression e. 

Example 5.2: if the set of atomic actions A is {b,c,d,e}, it is easy to see that the lengths 

of l+b, b, 1+b+c, b+c, b.(c+d)+e, b.(c+d)+1 and b*.(c+1).(d+b+1) are respectively equal 

to 1, 0, 2, 1, 3, 3 and 6. The length of b is equal to 0 because no elementary 

transformation is needed to obtain b: we may begin with the element b since b belongs to 

the reunion of the set of atomic actions and the singleton {I}. The length of 1 +b is equal 

to 1 because 1 +b does not belong to Au { I} (and then the length is superior to 0) and 

because it suffices to apply the transformation t2 to b or to 1 to obtain 1 +b. 

We introduce another definition of length, denoted by L, as follows: 

L(A) = 0 if A is the name of an elementary component 

L((AJ"A2 ••. ~»35 

where Al'~' ... '~ represent any K components, K~ 2. 

35 By abuse of notations, we will write L(AI ·A2· . . AJ. 
36 By abuse of notations, we will write L(AI +A2 + ... +AK). 
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Property 5.1: the length L(X) of component X is equal to the number of operator 

occurrences in the regular expression of X that is written in terms of elementary 

components. 

As a consequence, the length defined with the elementary transformations (and 

starting from any element of Au { 1 }) will be equivalent to the length L. We will use the 

length L to simplify the work on the length of the program structure. 

Proof: 

If A belongs to the set of atomic actions (the set of elementary components), then the 

number of operator occurrences in its expression is equal to 0: L(A) is equal to the 

number of operator occurrences in A. 

If A is not an atomic action, then A has (at least) one direct descendant. Given that 

we work with JSP-structures, it is not possible to have two different components X and 

Y such that X is not a descendant of Y, that Y is not a descendant of X, and such that X 

and Y are ancestors of a same component. So the number of operator occurrences in A 

is equal to the number of operator occurrences in its direct descendant(s) plus the 

number of operator occurrences in the expression of A in terms of its direct 

descendant(s). 

We take as induction hypothesis that the property is true for all components A;, 

i=1,2, ... ,K: L(A;) is equal to the number of operator occurrences in Ai' for i=1,2, ... ,K. 

We will prove that the property is true for the sequence and for the selection of these 

actions, and that it is true for the iteration of one of these components. 

1. L(AI''''''~ is by definition equal to L(AI)+L(,,)+ ... +L(~+K-1. It is by 

induction hypothesis equal to the number of operator occurrences in AI' ", ... , 

~.I' and ~ plus K-1. Given that the operator occurrences in the expression 

(AI''''''~) that are not operator occurrences of components A; are K-l 

operator occurrences of multiplication, we have that L(AI''''''~) is equal to 

the number of operator occurrences in (AI''''''~' 

2. L(Al+"+"'+~ is by deftnition equal to L(AI)+L(,,)+ ... +L(~+K-1. 

L(AI+"+"'+~) is then equal by induction hypothesis to the number of 

operator occurrences in AI' ", ... , ~_I' and ~ plus K-1. In (AI+"+"'+~' 
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the operator occurrences that are not operator occurrences of one of the ~, for 

i= 1 ,2, ... ,K, are K -1 occurrences of the addition operator. In conclusion, 

L(AI+A2+"'+~) is exactly equal to the number of operator occurrences in 

(AI+A2+"'+~)' 

3. L(AI *) is by deftnition equal to L(A)+ 1. By induction hypothesis it is equal to 

the number of operator occurrences in Al plus 1. In the expression Al *, there is 

only one operator occurrence that is not an operator occurrence of AI; this 

operator occurrence is an operator of iteration. In conclusion, L(AI *) is equal to 

the number of operator occurrences in the expression Al * . 

• 
Property 5.2: the length L(X) of the composite component X is given by 

L(X)= I, (L(X;)+I)-I(X:;t:it) 
ie{I,2, ... ,M] 

if the set of direct descendants of X is {XI,X2""'~} and where the function I(X*it) 

maps X to 1 if X is not an iteration, to 0 if X is an iteration. 

The proof of this property is evident. 

VI. THE LENGTH OF A PROGRAM GIVEN BY THE METHOD 

6.1 Introduction 

We suppose that the triple (I,O,qI;O)) is well specifted and that all the assumptions are 

satisfied. We denote by 5(C(X;Y)) the set of the correspondences (X,y) of qx;y) such 

that X or Y is an iteration and such that (at least) one descendant of X (or of Y) is in 

correspondence. Let E(C(X;y)) denote the set of the correspondences (X,Y) of qx;y) 

such that X or Y is an elementary component. 

Theorem 6.1.1: the length of the program structure obtained from the triple (I,O,C(I;O)) 

by our algorithmic method is equal to 

L(I)+L(O)+ 1-#E( C(I;O))-#5( qI;O)) 
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Proof: 

We will prove this property for the sub-structures X and Y. 

We have to consider two cases: 

1. when there are no correspondences between the descendants of these structures, 

2. when there is (at least) one correspondence between the descendants of these 

structures. 

We will use property 5.2 and the following evidene7 properties: 

L(X) = L(PS[XD 

L(X) = L(PS[X;y]) 

A) There are no correspondences between the descendants of X and Y 

In this case (ceX;Y)={(X,Y)}), 9(ceX;y)=cp because even if X or Y is an iteration 

construct, there are no correspondences between the descendants of components X and 

Y. In addition, E(ceX;y)=cp except if X or Y is an elementary component, and in this 

case, E(CCX;Y)={(X,y)}. We will also use the fact that the length of the program 

structure P[X,y] is equal to L(PS[X])+L(PS[y])+1 if X and Y are not elementary, and is 

equal to L(pS[X;y]) ifY is elementary, is equal to L(PS[Y;X]) if X is elementary. Using 

the fact that the length of an elementary component is equal to 0, we obtain that the 

length of the program structure P[X,y] is equal to L[X]+L[Y] if X or Y is elementary 

So if X and Yare not elementary, E(CCX;y)=9(C(X;y)=cp and then 

L(p[x,y]) 

= L(PS[X])+L(PS[y])+ 1=L(X)+L(Y)+ 1 

= L(X)+L(y)+1-tte(c(x;y)-#9(ceX;y) 

and if X or Y is elementary, 9( qx;y)=cp and E( ceX;y)={ (X, Y)}, then 

L(P[X,y]) 

=L(X)+L(Y) 

= L(X)+L(Y)+ 1-4tE( ceX;Y)-4t9( ceX; Y) 

37 These properties are due to the fact that in the structures PS[X], PS'[X], PS[x;y], we only have to 

change some component names to obtain structure X (what has nothing to do with the number of 

operator occurrences in the regular expression). 
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B) Some descendants are in correspondence 

We suppose that C(X;Y)={(Dj,D/); i=1,2, ... ,M}u{(X,Y)} is a set ofM+1 elements. 

The induction hypothesis is: 

each descendant Dj of X in correspondence with the descendant Dj' of Y, for i in 

{1,2, ... ,M}, is such that 

L(P[Dj,Dj']) =L(D)+L(D/)+ 1-#[,( C(Dj;Dj'))-#.1( C(Dj;D/)) 

We use the notations of the preceding sections. Given that UjeU(Y) {Xj }=T/X), that 
jecorr(Y,j) 

U jeu(x) {Yj}=T2(Y)' and that U. {X.'}=T1(Y), the length of the program jecorr(X,j) ,eT,(X) , 

component P[X,Y] is given by: 

L(P[X,Y]) 

=-I(P[X,Y] 'Fit) 

+ je.fu:~L(P[Xj]) + 1) + je~) {L(P[Xj]) + 1 + jeco~~~(P[Yj , , Yj]) - L(P[Yj ']))} 

+ :L(L(P[Xi'Xi '])+l)+ :L(L(P[Y))+l) 
ieT, (X) jeZ(Y) 

+ :L {L(P[Yj])+l+ :L(L(P[Xi ,Xi '])-L(P[Xi 'D)l 
jeU(Y) iecorr(Y,j) J 

using property 5.2. 

L(P[X,Y]) 

=-I(P[X,Y] tit) 

+ :L(L(XJ+l)+ :L(L(Xi)+1) 
ieZ(X) ieU(X) 

+ :L(L(XJ+l)+ I(L(XJ+l) 
ie T, (X) je U (Y) 

ie corr (Y .j) 

+ :L(L(Xi ')+l)+ :L(L(Yj)+l)+ :L(L(Yj)+l)+ :L(L(Yj)+l) 
ieT, (X) jeZ(Y) jeU(Y) ieU(X) 

- :L {#E(C(Y/;Yj))+#.1(C(Y/;Yj))} 
ieU(X) 
jecorr(X,i) 
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- L {#E(C(Xi;X;'))+#.'l(C(Xi;Xi'))} 
ieT,(X) 

- L {#E(C(Xi;Xi'))+#.'l(C(Xi;Xi'))} 
jeU(Y) 
iecorr(Y,j) 

using the induction hypothesis and the evident properties L(U)=L(PS [U]) and 

L(U)=L(PS[U;V]). Given that 

L {#E(C(Y/;Yj))+#.'l(C(Y/;Yj))} + L {#£(C(Xi;Xi'))+#.'l(C(Xi;Xi'))} 
ieU(X) ieT,(X) 
jecorr(X,i) 

+ ~ {#E(C(X.;X.'))+#.'l(C(X.;X.'))} £...i 1 1 1 1 
jeU(Y) 
iecorr(Y,j) 

=#E(C(X;y))+#.'l(C(X;y))-l+I(X*it)+I(Y *it)-I(P[X,Y] * it) 

we obtain, using property 5.2, that: 

L(P[X,Y]) 

=-I(P[X,Y] * it)+L(X)+I(X * it)+L(Y)+I(Y * it) 

-(#E( qx;y))+#.'l( C(X;Y))-l +I(X*it)+I(Y *it)-I(P[X,Y] * it)) 

=L(X)+L(Y)+ l-#E( C(X;y))-#.'l( C(X;y)) 

• 
Remark: in the case of a correspondence between components X and Y having no 

descendants in correspondence, if Y is a selection, using the distributivity property 

a.(b+c)=a.b+a.c if Y is the output component, the distributivity property 

(a+b).c=a.c+b.c if Y is the input component, we obtain a program structure different 

from the solution given by the JSP method, but the solution given by the distributivity 

property is longer. Indeed, if Y can be denoted by (Y1+Y2+ ... +YrJ, the length of the 

solution given by the distributivity property is equal to L(Y)+K.(L(X)+l), which is 

strictly superior to L(X)+L(Y)+l because K~2 (and L(X)~O). 
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VII. THE LENGTH OF ANOTHER PROGRAM P' /THE NAIvE PROGRAM 

The structure of the naive program38 for the input structure 1 and the output structure ° 
is equal to structure PS[I] followed by structure PS[O] (this is a sequence). Its length is 

equal to L(I)+L(O)+ 1. The length of this program structure is strictly superior to the 

length of the program structure given by the method from the triple (I,O,C(I;O» as soon 

as the set .1(C(I;O»uE(C(I;O» is not empty. 

Let P be the program structure given by the algorithm from the triple (1,0, C(I;O» and 

P' be the program structure given by the algorithm from the triple (1,0,0(1;0» where 

0(1;0) is included in C(I;O). The length ofP' is given by 

L(P') = L(I)+L(O)+l-#.1(O(I;O»-#E(C(I;O» 

It is superior (or equal) to the length of P because .1(0(1;0» and E(O(I;O» are 

included in .1(C(I;O» and E(C(I;O» respectively: L(P'):?:L(P). 

CONCLUSION 

The idea behind the basic method of JSP is that the addition of a correspondence can 

decrease the length of the program structure and that it never can increase it. 

To use our algorithmic method there must be only one input structure, one output 

structure, the triple (I,O,C(I;O» must be well specified, and all the assumptions must be 

satisfied. If the triple is not well specified, it only has to be changed. We must notice that 

there always exists a well-specified triple for a problem (for example, if the input 

structure is an iteration of all the elementary components (of the input), the output, an 

iteration of all the elementary components (of the output), and if C(input;output) is a set 

of sound correspondences between these two structures (which always exists, for 

example the singleton of the correspondence between the top components of the input 

and output structures». 

When we have to solve a problem, we must begin by writing the best specifications 

38 This is the structure of the program obtained from the triple (l,O, {(l,O)}). 
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(what is a subjective matter), only after that we can apply our method. The problem of 

finding the best specifications is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Let us remark that the method described here is called the basic method (of JSP) in 

[5]39, and that there are other methods, namely, the methods for the 'structure clashes', 

the 'boundary clashes', and the 'backtracking problems'. 

39 In [5], Hughes formalises the concepts connected with the basic method of JSP, but without an 

algorithm. 
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Appendix 

In this annexe, we write in details the construction of the program structure obtained 

with the algorithm proposed in section 4.5 from the input and output structures 

represented in Fig. 1 and Fig.2, and from the set of correspondences {(INPUT ,OUTPUT), 

(PARTl,PARTl '), (PART2,PART2'), (A,Y), (G,G'), (H,H'), (B,B'), (C,C'), 

(PART3,PART3'), (Z,Z'), (D,D'), (E,E'), (F,F')}. This construction uses the results of 

section 4.4 without any comments. 

Fig. 1 The input structure 

Algorithm 

The first step: 

1) CTC={PARTl,G,H,C,D,E,F} 

2) We determine structure P[Y,Y'] for each Y in CTC. Structures P[PARTl, PARTl'], 

P[G,G'], P[H,H'], P[C,C'], P[E,E'] are represented in Fig.3, Fig.4, Fig.S, Fig.6, and 

Fig.7 respectively. The program components P[D,D'], P[F,F'] being elementary we 

do not represent them in figures. 

3) CC={PARTl,G,H,C,D,E,F} 
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Fig. 2 The output structure 



The second step: 

1) CiC={A,B,Z} 

2) We determine structure P[Y,Y'] for each Y in cre. Structures P[A,Y], P[B,B'], 

P[Z,Z'] are represented in Fig.8, Fig.9, and Fig. 10 respectively. 

3) CC={PARTl,G,H,C,D,E,F,A,B,Z} 

Fig.4 Fig.5 

Fig.3 

Fig.6 Fig.7 

Fig.8 
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Fig.9 Fig.tO 

The third step: 

1) eTC={PART2,PART3} 

2) We determine structure P[Y,Y'] for each Y in eTc. Structures P[PARTI, PART2'], 

P[pART3, PART3'] are represented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively. 

3) ec={p ART1,G,H,C,D,E,F,A,B,Z,P ART2,P ART3} 

The fourth step: 

1) eTC={INPlIT} 

2) We determine structure P[Y,Y'] for each Y in eTc. Structure P[INPlIT,OlITPlIT] is 

represented in Fig.B. 

3) ec={p ART1,G,H,C,D,E,F,A,B,Z,P ART2,P ART3,INPUT} 

The algorithm is now ended since ee is equal to I(C(I,O)) ("I (X(I). 
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Fig.ll 

Fig.12 
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Fig.13 The program structure 






